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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
State of Idaho
Plaintiff,
vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
╘╘╘╘Defendant.

Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü
Ü

Twin Falls County District
Court
Judicial Officer: Harris (District), Roger B.
Filed on: 08/06/2018
Case Number History:
Appellate Case Number: 46857-2019
Location:

CASE INFORMATION
Offense
Statute
Deg
Jurisdiction: Twin Falls City Police Department
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
I37-2732(c)(1) FEL
{F}
TCN: ID4201049034
Arrest:
42TFPD - Twin Falls Police Department
2. Possess Prescription Drugs without a
I37-2732(C)(3) MIS
Prescription
(M)
TCN: ID4201049034
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With
I37-2734A(1)
MIS
Intent to Use
TCN: ID4201049034

Date

Case Type: Criminal

08/05/2018 Case Flags: Physical File

08/05/2018

08/05/2018

Bonds
Surety Bond #AA18-508238 $5,000.00
2/13/2019
Exonerated
8/22/2018
Posted
Counts: 1, 2, 3
DATE

CASE ASSIGNMENT

Current Case Assignment
Case Number
Court
Date Assigned
Judicial Officer

CR42-18-9435
Twin Falls County District Court
01/04/2019
Harris (District), Roger B.

PARTY INFORMATION

Lead Attorneys
Willmore, Kiel Rigby
208-736-4020(W)

State

State of Idaho

Defendant

Neimeyer, Shelaina Danyell

DATE
08/06/2018
08/06/2018

McCord, Laurel Vivian
Public Defender
208-734-1155(W)

EVENTS & ORDERS OF THE COURT

INDEX

Initial Appearance - Felony Magistrate Court (1:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Campbell, Calvin
H. ;Location: Courtroom 3)
New Case - Criminal
Complaint

08/06/2018

Affidavit in Support of Complaint or Warrant

08/06/2018

Sheriff's Inmate Screening Report
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
08/06/2018

County Jail Packet

08/06/2018

Criminal Complaint
Interlilneations

08/06/2018

Notification of Rights
Felony

08/06/2018

Notification of Rights
Misdemeanor

08/06/2018

Court Minutes

08/06/2018

Order Appointing Public Defender

08/06/2018

Notice of Hearing

08/06/2018

Bond Set
at $20,000.00

08/07/2018

Response to Request for Discovery

08/07/2018

Request for Discovery

08/13/2018

Response to Request for Discovery

08/14/2018

Request for Discovery

08/14/2018

Motion for Bond Reduction

08/15/2018

Notice of Hearing

08/16/2018

Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery
D23-D34

08/16/2018

Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

08/17/2018

08/17/2018
08/17/2018

Preliminary Hearing (8:15 AM) (Judicial Officer: Campbell, Calvin H. ;Location: Courtroom 6)
Ryan
Court Minutes
Continued

08/17/2018

Waiver of Time for Preliminary Hearing

08/17/2018

Notice of Hearing

08/21/2018

Motion for Bond Reduction (1:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Harris, Roger
B. ;Location: Courtroom 3)
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
5 min, PD
08/21/2018
08/22/2018

08/24/2018

Court Minutes
Bond Posted - Surety
$5,000 / Viking
Preliminary Hearing (8:15 AM) (Judicial Officer: Kershaw, Thomas D.,
Jr ;Location: Courtroom 6)
Ryan

08/24/2018

Court Minutes

08/24/2018

Order Binding Defendant Over to District Court

08/27/2018

Information Filed

08/28/2018

Notice of Hearing
Arraignment

09/17/2018

09/17/2018

09/17/2018

Arraignment - District Court (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas
J. ;Location: Courtroom 2)
Events: 08/27/2018 Information Filed
DC Arraignment: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
SVasquez

Court Minutes

09/17/2018

Advisement of Rights

09/17/2018

Arraignment

09/17/2018

09/19/2018

Notice of Hearing
Entry of Plea
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

09/27/2018

Motion to Suppress
and Memorandum in Support of

09/28/2018

Notice of Hearing
Motion to Suppress

10/01/2018
10/01/2018

10/01/2018
10/01/2018

Entry of Plea (10:00 AM) (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J. ;Location: Courtroom 2)
DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
CChilders
Court Minutes
Not Guilty Plea & Request for Trial
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
10/01/2018

Plea (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
Not Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :

2. Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription
Not Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use
Not Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :

10/04/2018

Scheduling Order
Criminal Case Scheduling Order

10/04/2018

Notice of Hearing
PreTrial Conference/Jury Trial

10/30/2018

Motion to Suppress (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J. ;Location: Courtroom 2)
Events: 09/28/2018 Notice of Hearing

10/30/2018

10/30/2018
10/30/2018

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
SVasquez
Court Minutes
Case Taken Under Advisement

10/31/2018

Witness List
Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery and Witness List

10/31/2018

Summary of Expected Expert Testimony
Tina Mattox

11/09/2018

Decision or Opinion
Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant's Motion to Suppress

12/10/2018

Pre-trial Conference (4:00 PM) (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J. ;Location: Courtroom 2)

12/10/2018

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
PHubbell

12/10/2018

Court Minutes

12/10/2018

Guilty Plea Advisory

12/10/2018

12/10/2018

Rule 11 Plea Agreement
Agreement for Conditional Plea Pursuant to ICR 11 (a)(2)
PSI Face Sheet
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
12/10/2018

Order for Pre-Sentence Report (PSI)

12/10/2018

Order to Report (IDOC or Problem Solving Court)

12/10/2018

Amended Plea (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :

2. Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :

12/11/2018

Notice of Hearing
Sentencing

12/12/2018

Restitution Request

12/15/2018

Drug Court Phase I - Contract

12/15/2018

Drug Court 1 Referral

12/17/2018

Sent to Problem Solving Court-Drug Court
Charges: 1, 2, 3

12/18/2018

Supplemental Response to Request for Discovery

01/08/2019

Notice of Judge Assignment Change

01/16/2019

CANCELED Jury Trial (8:30 AM) (Judicial Officer: Harris (District), Roger
B. ;Location: Courtroom 2)
Vacated

01/16/2019

Notice of Drug Court Eligibility

01/23/2019

Order to Stop or Modify PSC Fees

02/05/2019

Pre-Sentence Report

02/12/2019

Sentencing (1:30 PM) (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J. ;Location: Courtroom 2)

02/12/2019

02/12/2019
02/12/2019

DC Hearing Held: Court Reporter: # of Pages:
M Barrows
Court Minutes
Disposition (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :
2. Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use
Guilty
TCN: ID4201049034 :

02/12/2019

Sentence (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
Felony Sentence
Condition - Adult:
1. Felony Probation, 4Y, 02/12/2019, Active 02/12/2019
2. Community Service, 100H, 02/12/2019, Active 02/12/2019
3. Sent to Prob Solving Court-Drug, Ordered to Drug Court in CR 2015-5399 also.
Fees assessed in that case, 02/13/2019, Active 02/13/2019
Fee Totals:
Court Costs 285.50
Felony - Drug
Workmans Comp
60.00
Fee
Fee Totals $
345.50
Confinement
Type: State Prison
Facility: Idaho Department of Correction
Effective Date: 02/12/2019
Determinate: 3 Years
Indeterminate: 3 Years
Penitentiary Suspended
Concurrent with case number CR2015-5399
Concurrent with other charge - this case
Pre-Sentence Credit for Time Served
Credit Term: 18 Days

02/12/2019

Sentence (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
2. Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription
Misdemeanor Sentence
Fee Totals:
Court Costs - Misd
197.50
- Drug
Fee Totals $
197.50
Confinement
Type: County Jail
Facility: Twin Falls County Jail
Term: 18 Days
Effective Date: 02/12/2019
Concurrent with case number CR2015.5399
Concurrent with other charge - this case
Pre-Sentence Credit for Time Served
Credit Term: 18 Days

02/12/2019

Sentence (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
3. Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use
Misdemeanor Sentence
Fee Totals:
Court Costs - Misd
197.50
- Drug
Fee Totals $
197.50
Confinement
Type: County Jail
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
Facility: Twin Falls County Jail
Term: 18 Days
Effective Date: 02/12/2019
Concurrent with case number CR2015-5399
Concurrent with other charge - this case
Pre-Sentence Credit for Time Served
Credit Term: 18 Days
02/12/2019

02/12/2019
02/12/2019

02/13/2019
02/13/2019

Case Final Judgment Entered
Order to Report (IDOC or Problem Solving Court)
Addendum to Pre-Sentence Investigation
Documents submitted at Disposition
Judgment of Conviction, Order of Probation
Bond Exonerated

02/13/2019

Order of Acceptance in Problem Solving Court

02/19/2019

Judgment of Restitution

02/19/2019

Amended Sentence (Judicial Officer: Ryan, Thomas J.)
1. Controlled Substance-Possession of
Felony Sentence
Condition - Adult:
1. Felony Probation, 4Y, 02/12/2019, Active 02/12/2019
2. Community Service, 100H, 02/12/2019, Active 02/12/2019
3. Sent to Prob Solving Court-Drug, Ordered to Drug Court in CR 2015-5399 also.
Fees assessed in that case, 02/13/2019, Active 02/13/2019
Fee Totals:
Court Costs 285.50
Felony - Drug
Workmans Comp
60.00
Fee
Fee Totals $
345.50
Confinement
Type: State Prison
Facility: Idaho Department of Correction
Effective Date: 02/12/2019
Determinate: 3 Years
Indeterminate: 3 Years
Penitentiary Suspended
Concurrent with case number CR2015-5399
Concurrent with other charge - this case
Pre-Sentence Credit for Time Served
Credit Term: 18 Days
Fee Totals:
Restitution 200.00
Agency/Other
Fee Totals $
200.00
Fee Totals:
Restitution 331.83
Agency/Other
Fee Totals $
331.83
Fee Totals:
Restitution 735.00
Agency/Other
Fee Totals $
735.00
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TWIN FALLS COUNTY DISTRICT COURT

CASE SUMMARY
CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
03/13/2019
03/13/2019

Notice of Appeal
Appeal Filed in Supreme Court

03/14/2019

Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender

03/26/2019

Amended Notice of Appeal

03/27/2019

Supreme Court Document Filed-Misc
Clerk's Record and Reporter's Transcripts Due Date Set

04/30/2019

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
Motion to Suppress 10/30/18 S. Vazquez

04/30/2019

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
Change of Plea 12/10/2018 P. Hubbell

04/30/2019

Reporter's Notice of Transcript(s) Lodged
Sentencing 2/12/19 M. Barrows

DATE

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
Defendant Neimeyer, Shelaina Danyell
Total Charges
Total Payments and Credits
Balance Due as of 4/30/2019

2,043.23
0.00
2,043.23
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GRANT P. LOEBS

ﬂ

Prosecuting Attorney

Phone: (208) 736-4020
Fax: (208) 736-4120

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR42-1 8-

)

222 j

)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,

)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

)

Defendant.

)
)

Personally appears before

me this

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Twin

Q

day of August, 201 8, Jethelyn Harrington,

Falls County, State

of Idaho, and presents

this complaint,

pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 3 and based upon the attached sworn afﬁdavit, that

SHELAINA

DANYELL NEIMEYER, did commit the following:
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eService address: inbox.pros@tfco.org
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Twin Falls County
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83301
for

IE:

‘

C0UNT1
POSSESSION 0F A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Felony, LC. 37-2732(c)(1)

That the Defendant,
in the

County of Twin

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or about August 5, 201 8,

Falls, State

of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit:

Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule

II

controlled substance, in violation of

Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1).

COUNT 2
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Misdemeanor,

That the Defendant,
the

County of Twin

Schedule

I

I.C. 37-2732(c)(3)

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,

Falls, State

on 0r about August, 201 8,

in

of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit: Marijuana, a

controlled substance, in Violation of Idaho

Code Section 37-2732(c)(3).

COUNT 3
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
Misdemeanor,I.C. 37-2734A

That the Defendant,
the

County of Twin

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or about August 5, 201 8,

Falls, State

of Idaho, did possess drug paraphernalia, to-wit: a pipe and

containers, used to inhale, ingest, store and/or otherwise introduce into the

substance, in Violation of Idaho

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

-

2

in

human body a controlled

Code Section 37-2734A.

11

All of which

is

contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case

made and

provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

Jet

lyn

puty

Signed before

me this

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

-

3

Q day of August, 201

'ngton

osecuting Attorn

8.

12
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Prosecuting Attorney

‘

‘25”
'

Twin Falls County
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303
for

IN

i

STATE OF IDAHO,

'

)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

vs.

)

AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT OF

COMPLAINT

)

D

)
)
)
)

Defendant.

)

)
)

)
) ss.

County of Twin

Falls

I,

)

Tracy Thompson, being ﬁrst duly sworn,

state that

my

answers to the questions

asked by the Court with reference to said Complaint are as follows:

1.

Did you personally observe

ANSWER:

the act(s) being committed as alleged in the Complaint?

Yes.

GR42 — 1a — 9436
AFWT
Aﬂldavll In Support of Complalnt or Warrant

812613

-

AUG ‘5

“WM

MAGISTRATE DIVISION

STATE OF IDAHO,

FILE

J

-

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

Neimeyer, Shelaina

M

1‘

AFFIDAVIT
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Please state the information which gives you reason to believe the above-named defendant

2.

committed the crime(s) alleged

ANSWER: On August 5, 201 8

at

in the Complaint.

approximately 0200 hours,

the parking lot of the Oasis gas station located at 1509

Twin

Falls, in the State

out in the parking

was concerned

lot in

that she

of Idaho.

When I

and noticed
the

in the parking lot

she

I

saw a

window

who had been there

to

and asked Neimeyer

Neimeyer

said no,

head home.
if

and

I

in over a half hour

and

talk to

that she

me.

Shelaina.

I

A

and had been

I

approached the

in the ignition.

second ofﬁcer was

asked Neimeyer

was just using her phone.

I

why

I

had

at the

she

was

asked Neimeyer

was laying on
bottle, tossed

that she

was just using the can as an

intov

bottle

the back of the vehiclé

and said something
it

I

Neimeyer picked up the container and

told

Neimeyer

to

open the container

container for a brief moment and

I

through my training and experience.
I

lot.

Neimeyer grabbed the
had not drunk

was now in the back ofthe vehicle. The other

said

to

full.

to the affect that she

ofﬁcer also asked Neimeyer about a black plastic container that was

was empty.

in the parking

ashtray.

was only about an eighth

any and that she would be able t0 drive home because

Fireball bottle.

was

side ofthe vehicle then pointed out a bottle ofFireball liquor that

The

the passenger seat.

it

noticed an open can of alcohol in the center console at this time

she had drunk any alcoholic beverages while she

The ofﬁcer on the passenger

it

sitting

on the

seat next to the

was just an 01d ﬁlm container and that it

show me

the contents.

Neimeyer opened the

could instantly smell the odor of marijuana, which
I

also

recognized to be marijuana through

on the container and put the container

-

an hour, and he

she had been there for over an hour and she said that she had been there with a friend, and that

was just about

that

for over

sitting

GMC Yukon matching the description with a

me that her name was
me

check in

and County 0f

in the City

were 0n and the keys were

t0 identify herself

of the Oasis and she told

to a welfare

registered to a Neimeyer, Shelaina D.

that the vehicle lights

passenger side door. The driver told

why

arrived,

The vehicle was

down

the driver roll

Kimberly Road,

might be intoxicated as she had not moved

of

driver’s side door

was dispatched

of the Oasis had said that there was a female

an orange and black Suburban

in earlier purchasing alcohol.

license plate

An employee

I

I

recognized

saw a green leafy substance around the top ofthe container

my training

into

and experience. Neimeyer then closed the

a purse that was

sitting

next to her. At that time,

I

lid

told

AFFIDAVIT
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was

Neimeyer to

exit the vehicle.

her shoulder

when she exited the vehicle. Neimeyer did not want to put the purse down,

Neimeyer grabbed

the purse that

sitting

next to her and put

it

over

but had to in

order to be placed into handcuffs. Neimeyer became upset and said that she was currently on probation

and that she had been working with her probation ofﬁcer in order t0 get off probation early. Neimeyer
g0

said that she could not

to jail.

informed Neimeyer that she was being detained because of the

I

alcohol in the vehicle, the possibility that she
that

I

had seen

rights,

in the black container.

was under the inﬂuence of something and the marijuana

Neimeyer was placed

in handcuffs

and advised 0f her Miranda

which she said she understood.
I

shown me.

she had

ﬁnd

then opened Neimeyer’s purse in order to

was a glass end

It

was

to a vape,

inside the purse, along with her wallet

of marijuana.

I

was

also

some

I

my training and

loose green leafy substance in the black container resembling that

and brown residue on

methamphetamines. There were also two clear
them, which

which I knew to be marijuana from

When I opened the pouch, I saw a clear

then found a white zip up pouch in the purse.

glass pipe with white

and ID. Inside the black container

which had a green and brown residue on the end, along with several small

clear baggies containing a green leafy substance,

experience. There

the black container with the marijuana that

it,

which

I

knew

plastic baggies in the

knew to be methamphetamine through my

metal gray pick in the pouch, which

I

knew to be used

training

be used in smoking of

to

pouch with white residue

in

and experience. There was also a

for cleaning the residue out

of pipes used in

the

smoking of methamphetamine and marijuana. Aﬁer ﬁnding these items, I informed Neimeyer that

she

was under arrest

to the

Twin

Falls

for possession

County

inventory in order t0

Jail to

tow the

be booked

it

test

it,

as

I

stayed with the vehicle in order t0 d0 a vehicle

was unsure 0f what

was turned over to the tow company.

methamphetamine, and

-

I

found a white case behind the back

I

Police Department in order to test

particles

and

baggy that contained several small brown and white particles.

evidence bag in order to
inventoried,

in,

vehicle.

While doing the inventory
clear plastic

0f methamphetamine. The ofﬁcer with me transported Neimeyer

it

it.

The

I

seat. Inside the
I

case

was a

placed the baggy into

the substance was.

Aﬁer

the vehicle

my

was

then took the evidence that was collected to the

clear glass pipe

tested presumptive positive for

was

tested with a

NARK

II test

for

methamphetamine. The brown and white

found in the clear plastic baggy behind the driver’s

seat, in the

White case, was tested with a

AFFIDAVIT
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NARK II test kit for methamphetamine, and tested presumptive positive for methamphetamine.
tested the green leafy substance

and

it

in the black plastic case

with a

tested presumptive positive for marijuana. A11 the items tested

veriﬁcation.

Neimeyer was booked

that possession

3.

found

in

on

I

also

NARK II test kit for marijuana,
were sent offto the State lab for

the possession of methamphetamine,

and

I

will be asking

of marijuana and possession of paraphernalia be added.

What further information do you have giving you reasonablé grounds t0 believe that the Defendant
committed the crime(s) alleged?

ANSWER:
in control

and

4.

The methamphetamines and marijuana were found

and possession

wallet,

0f,

which she was

inside the vehicle

and items were found inside the purse

Neimeyer was

that contained

Neimeyer’s ID

in possession of.

Do you believe a warrant should be issued?

ANSWER: No, already in custody.

5.

Set out any information

you have, and

its

source, as to

why a warrant instead of a summons should

be issued?

ANSWER: Neimeyer is already in custody.

-

AFFIDAVIT
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See attached Wanant Information Page.

I

certify (or declare)

foregoing

is

true

and

under penalty of perjury pursuant to the law of the

state

of Idaho that the

correct.

DATED this Monday the 6th day 0f August, 201 8.
?3?

A
Subscribed t0 and sworn befo

me this Monday the

6th

day of August, 201 8.

A41 5A7

NOT

Y PUBLIC FOR IDAHO

Residlng

at:

7AM! FﬂLCS,

My Commission Expires:

1W
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WARRANT INFORMATION
DEFENDANT(S) Neimeyer,

Shelaina

D

Factors t0 be considered in setting bond 0n Warrant.

1.

The residence of the Defendant.
474 Bracken

2.

St

N

The employment of the Defendant.

Unemployed
3.

The family

relationship

of the Defendant in the Community.

Unknown
4.

The past history of response 0fthe Defendant to

N0 history of failing to
5.

appear for court.

The past criminal record of the Defendant.
Petit

6.

legal process.

Theﬁ, Possession of methamphetamines with intend to

deliver.

The nature 0f the offense charged.
Possession of Methamphetamines

7.

Whether there

is

reasonable cause t0 believe that the Defendant will ﬂee prosecution or will

fail to

respond to a Summons.

No known reason to believe Defendant will ﬂee.
8.

Any other information justifying a Warrant.
Already in custody

—
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GRANT P. LOEBS
Prosecuting Attorney

Twin Falls County
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83301
for

eService address: inbox.pros@tfco.org

Phone: (208) 736-4020
Fax: (208) 736-4120

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

Case No. CR42-1 8-

)

2 22 5

)

Plaintiff,

)

)

vs.

)

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,

)

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT

)

Defendant.

)

J
Personally appears before

me this

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, Twin

Q

day of August, 201 8, Jethelyn Harrington,

Falls County, State of Idaho,

and presents

this complaint,

pursuant to Idaho Criminal Rule 3 and based upon the attached sworn afﬁdavit, that

SHELAINA

DANYELL NEIMEYER, did commit the following:

cm—18-4‘35
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COUNT 1
POSSESSION 0F A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Felony, LC. 37-2732(c)(1)

That the Defendant,
in the

County of Twin

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or about August 5,

Falls, State

201 8,

of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit:

Methamphetamine and/or Amphetamine, a Schedule

II

controlled substance, in violation of

Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1).

COUNT 2
POSSESSION 0F A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE

ﬂY/ﬂt/W

Misdemeanor, LC. 37-2732(c)(3)

4
That the Defendant,
the

County of Twin

Schedule

I

c

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or about AugustAZQ 18,

Falls, State

(1‘4

in

of Idaho, possessed a controlled substance, to-wit: Marijuana, a

controlled substance, in violation of Idaho

Code Section 37-2732(c)(3).

COUNT 3
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
Misdemeanor, LC. 37-2734A

That the Defendant,
the

County of Twin

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or about August 5, 201 8,

Falls, State

of Idaho, did possess drug paraphernalia, to-wit: a pipe and

containers, used to inhale, ingest, store and/or otherwise introduce into the

substance, in violation of Idaho

in

human body a controlled

Code Section 37-2734A.

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT - 2
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All of which

is

contrary to the form, force and effect of the statute in such case

made and

provided and against the peace and dignity of the State of Idaho.

lyn

Jot

puty

Signed before

me

this

'ngton

osecuting

Attom

Q day of August, 2018.

CRIMINAL COMPLAINT — 3
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
H
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THECGU‘N‘I‘Y‘UF‘TW
MAGISTRATE DIVISION

ARRAIGNMENT'WNUTES-‘w
Date

gig /((

Judge

g

h

Time

)ldeM

mgégg/

\m

Counter

Deputy Clerka‘lf [b.‘e

ﬂjskssl‘am of
)

D

a Cdnf mikﬂ

_

Failed to appear

Momplaint

D Warrant issued
D

read

Rights and penalties given

?efendant

D
D

waived counsel

P obation

D

violation read

D

Plead not guilty
Plead guilty

D
U
D

PV — admit
PV — deny

Con

'tions of

$eck

in

D

b5

bond

D

®

mg (c

(m)

ﬂagznvhn o‘
cygézzam'x

ﬂ

D to be held without bond
Bond previously posted

D

Bond

gefendant waived reading of probation
ights and penalties understood

D to

defender denied

D

25

per warrant(s)

Private counsel

El Public

violation

hire

Public defender confirmed/continued

Pretrial

Court

trial

Jury trial
entencing
El
Prelim

D

Sh

Arraignment/Summons

Forfeit previous

Rll-IHZ)
D Fugitive (idéntity)
D Arraignment

D
D

Q

()S
| F

Rights form signed

Public defender appointed

D Court accepted plea

D

iggJ-l&'9z3§
Ctrm #

Attorney

g

g

\‘hW‘ﬂOﬁoh

Attorney

in person D Border Patrol Hold {Bond jLQ
days per warrant D Walk
D OR release D To serve
D Court Compliance program

MAppeared

Case No.

Interpreter

State of Idaho

Sl’) e/a {H a
A/e [moverP05565140“ 0‘2
Offense' F}
Gr: I'rdl/cd .SJ AK Ivan CF

www.UE

Hearing to be set

D

Q,

8:\§W

Other

D Admit/Deny
D Evidentiary
D Disposition
bond/OR

release/probation:

with public defender immediately

upon release

D Check in with court compliance officer; Pay costs associated with court compliance
D GPS unit authorized
[I SCRAM unit authorized
D Court entered no contact order
book and
D Report to
D To be transported t0
jail -

release order

6342— 18—9435

_

CMIN
Coun Mlnutes

_

813546
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIy BQTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND
CéUﬁa O F TWIN FALLS
IN

F&W

-—-"'

.SY

I

L;

f‘f

Case No. CR42--}§-%5

State of Idaho
Pla'nt'ff'

"Order Upon Request
|.C. §19- 854

VS-

for Public

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Defender

Event Code:

ORPD

Defendant.

?Defendant

requested appointment of counsel at public expense. The Court finds

efendant indigent pursuant to

Defendant

in all

the county for

The Twin

is

may be

ordered to represent
required to reimburse

or a portion of thé costs of representation.

County Public Defender’s Office

83301. The phone number

Falls, ID

§ 19-854. The public defender

matters pertaining to this action. Defendant

all

Falls

|.C.

D The Court does not

find

is

located at

is

233 Gooding Street

N.

Twin

(208)734-1155

Defendant to be

indigent, the application for Public

defender

is

denied.

IT Is

so ORDERED.

Date: August

6,

2018
Calvin

m/

Mahndbfn

Judge

CERTIFICATE 0F SERVICE
State‘s Attorney

Grant

P.

Loebs

[X]

By email

inbox.pros©co.twin-falls.id.us

Defense Attorney

‘

Marilyn Paul
tfcpubdef@tfco.org

Dated: August

[X]

6,

2018

By email

By:

Depufy Clerk

ORDER UPON REQUEST FOR PUBLIC DEFENDER LC.

§19-854

CR42- 18—9435
ORPD
°"°'
m.“”’°'"""° P"””“

”W"

1

D-CR (0R25)

(Appv.02422.16)
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Electronically Filed
8/14/2018 2:04 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Tami Thompson, Deputy Clerk

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys at Law
P. O. Box 126
Twin Falls, Idaho 83303-0126
(208)734-1155
ISB# 8711
tfcpubdef@tfco.org

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
v.
)
)
SHELAINA NEIMEYER,
)
)
Defendant.
)
______________________________)

Case No. CR-42-18-9435
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION

COMES NOW the above-named Defendant by and through his/her attorney, Laurel V.
McCord, Deputy Public Defender, and moves this Honorable Court for a Bond Reduction/OR
release in the above-entitled matter. Additionally, Defendant offers as grounds for this Motion
the oral evidence to be presented at hearing.
WHEREFORE, based on the foregoing, and for such other reasons as may appear
appropriate to this Honorable Court, the Defendant, Shelaina Neimeyer, prays this Court will
grant his/her Motion for Bond Reduction or allow him/her to be released on his/her own
recognizance.
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED This 14th day of August, 2018.
OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
/S/ Laurel V. McCord
LAUREL V. MCCORD
Deputy Public Defender
Motion for Bond Reduction

1

24

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that I caused a true and correct copy of the foregoing
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION to be e-mailed on the 14th day of August, 2018.

GRANT LOEBS
TWIN FALLS COUNTY
PROSECUTING ATTORNEY
E-MAIL: inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us

/S/ Kyle Kovar
KYLE KOVAR
Office Manager/Legal Assistant

Motion for Bond Reduction

2

25

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE 0F IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0F TWIN mtg.
IN
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State of Idaho

Case No. CR42-1 8-9435

Plaintiﬁv

PRELIMINARY HEARING

‘

COUR

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

JUDGE:
Calvin H. Campbell
CLEHK:
Jennifer wmsie
INTERPRETER:
1

|37-2732(c)(1)

DATE:

August

17,

Q

COUNTER:

COURTROOM:

Mctvg,

2018
:

.

Event Code;

g?

Defendant.

"m ED.

Our”

CMIN

7—-

TIME: 8:15 AM-

55'9”

6

Controlled Substance-Possession of

{F}

APPEARANCES:
EDefendant:

M

Def. Counsel:

m ,Qm.
D

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

EProsecutor:

Marilm Paul

D

gm Custody D Not Present

Failed to

Grant P. Loebs

Other:

D Warrant Bond Amount

Appear

HIIIH

1

$—_ D

COURT REVIEWED FILE
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARING
WRITTEN WAIVER
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING
WRITTEN WAIVER
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER
‘7

UK)

“w
Forfeit

Previous Bond

FILED
FILED

OFFER FILED
DEFENDANT WAS BOUND OVER TO DISTRICT COURT

WRI1'I'EN

STATE DISMISSED CHARGE(S)
STATE FILED AMENDED COMPLAINT
COURT ARRAIGNED DEFENDANT
STATE AMENDED CHARGE(S) To
CONTINUED:
STATE / DEFENSE RE UESTED CONTINUANCE
STIPULATION
OBJECTION
CONTINUED To
a ?.q- [é (D
WITH JUDGE
\
HEARING:
PRELIMINARY HEARING To BE HELD
SEE PAGE 2
COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION 0F WITNESSES
COURT GRANTED
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM ON AMENDED CHARGE OF
CASE DISMISSED AFTER PRELIM
BOND:
DEFENSE MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION
STATE OBJECTED
STIPULATION
ARGUMENT PRESENTED
BOND WILL REMAIN AS PREVIOUSLY SET
O.R. RELEASE
Hill BOND RESET AT $
(BOND AMOUNT IS FOR THIS CASE ONLY)
COURT SIGNED ORDER FOR COURT COMPLIANCE
DEFENDANT TO REPORT IMMEDIATELY UPON RELEASE
OTHER CONDITIONS OF BOND
-

916W

MW“.

lH

l
I

REDUCED:
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO MISD
COURT ARRAIGNED THE DEFENDANT ON MISD CHARGE
DEFENDANT ENTERED GUILTY PLEA TO REDUCED CHARGE
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA
SET FOR SENTENCING ON

CIVIL:

WAIVER OF EXTRADITION

RESET FOR STATUS

DISMISSED

COMMENTS:

PRELIMINARY HEARING COURT MINUTES M-CR(MISC58)

1

,

26

Filed: August 21, 2018 at 1:50 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
By: Jacquelyne Petersen Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
State of Idaho
Plaintiff,
vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
Defendant.

Case No. CR42-18-9435

JUDGE: Harris, Roger B.

DATE: August 21, 2018

CLERK: Jacquelyne Petersen

LOCATION: Courtroom 3

HEARING TYPE: Motion for Bond Reduction

COURT REPORTER:

Court Minutes

INTERPRETER:

Parties Present:
State of Idaho

Attorney:

Jethelyn Harrington

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Attorney:

Laurel Vivian McCord

Hearing Start Time: 1:41 PM
Journal Entries:
- Court called case.
Court inquired of Ms. McCord regarding motion to reduce bond.
141 Ms. McCord addressed the court and gave argument for motion to reduce bond.
144 Court inquired of Ms. Harrington.
Ms. Harrington addressed the court and gave argument in objection to motion to reduce bond.
145 Ms. McCord gave final argument.
Court addressed the parties.
147 Court grants motion and will reduce bond to $5000. Term of bond, can't be out past 7:00
pm, can take kids to school in the morning around 7:30 am. and report to probation if she bonds
out.
Preliminary hearing is set on 8/24/2018 @ 8:15 am.
148 Court in recess.
Hearing End Time: 01:48 PM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)

271

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRIQjT OF 5y g3“
UN
THE STATE 0F IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0F TWIN #6133 Cg! 3AM
IN

IE3

Case No CR42- 18 ~9435

State of Idaho
P'aintiﬁ:

PRELIMINARY HEARING céﬁk‘rﬁmﬁuzrlés

m

'0

57

VS.
'1"

'

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

@gmcude
“"1"“

Defendant.

JUDGE:
Thomas D. Kershaw Jr.
CLERK:
Diann Jones
INTERPRETER:
1

Au

DATE:

ust 24,

W0
QWVﬁ—W:‘Eﬁm‘
9

COUNTER:

COURTROOM:

:

CMIN

a 3/

6

Controlled Substance-Possession of

|37-2732(c)(1)
{F}

APPEARANCES

W Defendant:

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Prosecutor:

Kiel

Rigby Willmore

M Def- COUNSGII Laurel Vivian McCord
§ Other:
D Custody D Not Present D Failed to Appear D Warrant Bond Amount $

D

In

COURT REVIEWED FILE
COURT READ THE COMPLAINT
DEFENDANT WAIVED PRELIMINARY HEARING
WRITTEN WAIVER
DEFENDANT WAIVED SPEEDY PRELIMINARY HEARING
WRITTEN WAIVER
COURT GAVE DEFENDANT HIS/HER RIGHTS IN THIS MATTER
WRITTEN OFFER FILED
DEFENDANT WAS BOUND OVER T0 DISTRICT COURT
STATE DISMISSED CHARGE(S)
STATE FILED AMENDED COMPLAINT
STATE AMENDED CHARGE(S) TO

Forfeit Previous

FILED
FILED

COURT ARRAIGNED DEFENDANT

CONTINUED:
STATE / DEFENSE REQUESTED A CONTINUANCE

CONTINUED TO

STIPULATION

OBJECTION

WITH JUDGE

q R3
‘

HEARING:
PRELIMINARY HEARING TO BE HELD
SEE PAGE 2
x
|ll+< COUNSEL MOVED FOR THE EXCLUSION OF WITNESSES
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM
DEFENDANT BOUND OVER AFTER PRELIM ON AMENDED CHARGE OF
CASE DISMISSED AFTER PRELIM

COURT GRANTED

BOND:

||l||

DEFENSE MOVED FOR BOND REDUCTION
STATE OBJECTED
STIPULATION
ARGUMENT PRESENTED
BOND WILL REMAIN AS PREVIOUSLY SET
0.R. RELEASE
BOND RESET AT $
(BOND AMOUNT IS FOR THIS CASE ONLY)
COURT SIGNED ORDER FOR COURT COMPLIANCE
DEFENDANT TO REPORT IMMEDIATELY UPON RELEASE
OTHER CONDITIONS OF BOND

REDUCED:
STATE REDUCED THE CHARGE(S) TO MISD
COURT ARRAIGNED THE DEFENDANT ON MISD CHARGE
DEFENDANT ENTERED GUILTY PLEA TO REDUCED CHARGE
COURT ACCEPTED PLEA
SET FOR SENTENCING ON
CIVIL:

WAIVER OF EXTRADITION

RESET FOR STATUS

DISMISSED

COMMENTS:

28
PRELIMINARY HEARING COURT MINUTES M-CR(MISC58)

1

Bond

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN

Case No. CR42-1 8-9435

State of Idaho
Plaintiff,

Court Minutes

VS.

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
Defendant.

JUDGE: Kershaw, Thomas

DATE: August 24, 2018

D., Jr

CLERK: Diann Jones

LOCATION: Courtroom 6

HEARING TYPE:

COURT REPORTER:

Preliminary Hearing

INTERPRETER:
Parties Present:

Rigby Willmore

State of Idaho

Attorney:

Kiel

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Attorney:

Laurel Vivian

Journal Entries:
- 9:23 State's 1st witness, Tracy
examination by Mr. Willmore.

Thompson was

McCord

duly sworn

in

and testiﬁed under

direct

9:24 Witness identified the defendant, Shelania Neimeyer.
9:29 Cross esamination of witness by Ms. McCord.
Witness was excused.
State rested their case.
No evidence was presented by the defense.
Mr. Willmore and Ms. McCord submitted case to the Court.
9:32 Court made ﬁndings on the record and ordered that the defendant be bound over

District

Court.

Hearing End Time: 9:35

AM

COURT MINUTES (Criminal)
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALZEQ ﬁug
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Case No. CR42-18-9435

State of Idaho
P'a'nt'ﬁ'

Order Binding Defendant Over

VS-

To

District

““éAEWUTY

'

Court

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Event Code:

ORBD

Defendant.

The

above-entitled matter

on the charge(s)

Count
1

The

before the court on August 24, 2018, for preliminary hearing

of:

Statute

Charge Desc

|37—2732(c)(1) {F}

Controlled Substance-Possession of

The Honorable Thomas
Willmore.

was

D.

Kershaw Jr. presided. The State was represented by

The defendant appeared

in

Rigby

person and through counsel, Laurel Vivian Mccord.

court reviewed the evidence and testimony

evidence that the public offense(s)

Kiel

listed

and concluded

that there

above was/were committed

in

Twin

is

substantial

Falls County,

and

found probable cause to believe the defendant committed said offense(s).

IT IS
to

THEREFORE ORDERED that the defendant be bound

answer to the charge(s)

IT IS

listed

over to the

district

court

and held

above.

SO ORDERED.

Dated:August24,2018

‘—\

/LVL4 [#4th

Thomas

D.

Kershaw Jr.

Judge

ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT OVER TO DISTRICT COURT
M-CR (0R13)

1

30

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
State's Attorne

Grant P. Loebs;

PO Box

Kiel

Rigby Willmore

By email

[x]

126

B

Twin

Falls ID 83303-0126
mbox.Dros©co.h~m-falls.1d.us

E

%

[

]

[

]

By mail

f

B; paeﬁéEEEZeerlgvery
By courthouse box

Defense Attorney
Marilyn Paul; Laurel Vivian

PO BOX
Twin

McCord

Falls ID

83303-0126

~

tfcpubdef@tfco.org

Dated:

By email
By mail
By fax (number)
By Personal de'iVerY
By courthouse box

[X]

[

126

g’g ﬁ/f/g

[

]

[

]

[

]

VIC

By:

Deputy Clerk

]

M

ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT OVER TO DISTRICT COURT
M-CR(0R13)
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Electronically Filed
8/27/2018 5:01 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Tami Thompson, Deputy Clerk

GRANT P.
P. LOEBS
Prosecuting
Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney
for
for Twin Falls
Falls County
County
P.O.
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho 83303
83303
eService
inbox.pros@tfco.org
eService address:
address: inbox.pros@tfco.org
Phone: (208)
736-4020
(208)
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 736-4120

IN
1N THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

))
))
Plaintiff,
))
Plaintiff,
))
vs.
vs.
))
))
NEIMEYER,)
SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,)
))
Defendant.
))
Defendant.

CR42-1 8-9435
Case No.
No. CR42-18-9435

INFORMATION

)

Kiel
Kiel Willmore,
State ofldaho,
of Idaho, who
Falls County,
for Twin Falls
Willmore, Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney for
Deputy Prosecuting
County, State
in the
the name and by
the authority
said State,
in its
its behalf,
in proper person,
in
prosecutes in
State, prosecutes
behalf, in
person, comes
authority of said
by the

now into
into said
said District
District Court
Court of
of the
the County
of Twin Falls,
State ofldaho,
of Idaho, and gives
gives the
the Court
Court to
to
Falls, State
County of
understand
above—named
understand and
and be
be informed
informed that
that SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, the
the above-named
defendant,
is accused
accused by
this Information
Information of
of the
the crimes
crimes of Count I1 POSSESSION OF A
defendant, is
by this
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE, aa Felony;
Felony; Count 22 POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED
- I
Infon'nation Information
I

32

SUBSTANCE, aa Misdemeanor;
Misdemeanor; Count 33 POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA, a
Misdemeanor.
COUNT I1
POSSESSION OF
0F A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Felony,
I.C. 37-2732(c)(l)
37-2732(c)(1)
Felony, I.C.
2018,
That
Defendant, SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or
or about
about August 5,
That the
the Defendant,
5, 2018,
to-wit:
in
the County
ofldaho,
possessed aa controlled
controlled substance,
substance, to-wit:
in the
State of
of Twin Falls,
Falls, State
Idaho, possessed
County of

II controlled
in violation
violation of
Methamphetamine and/or
and/or Amphetamine,
a Schedule
controlled substance,
Schedule II
substance, in
Amphetamine, a
Idaho Code Section
Idaho
Section 37-2732(c)(l).
37-2732(c)(1).

COUNT2
COUNT 2

POSSESSION OF
0F A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE
Misdemeanor, I.C.
LC. 37-2732(c)(3)
37-2732(c)(3)
That the
Defendant,
That
the Defendant,
the
the

2018, in
SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on or
in
or about
about August,
August, 2018,

Falls, State
possessed aa controlled
to-wit: Marijuana,
a
County
of Twin Falls,
State ofldaho,
controlled substance,
Marijuana, a
substance, to-wit?
ofIdaho, possessed
County of

Schedule
controlled substance,
Schedule II controlled
in violation
violation ofldaho
of Idaho Code Section
Section 37-2732(c)(3).
substance, in
37-2732(c)(3).

COUNT3
COUNT 3
POSSESSION OF DRUG PARAPHERNALIA
Misdemeanor, I.C.
I.C. 37-2734A
about August
August 5,
2018,
That the
Defendant, SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER, on
on or
the Defendant,
or about
in
5, 201
8, in
to-wit: a
Falls, State
possess drug
drug paraphernalia,
paraphernalia, to-wit:
pipe and
the
a pipe
the County
of Twin Falls,
State of Idaho,
did possess
Idaho, did
County of

containers,
used to
inhale, ingest,
and/or otherwise
introduce into
body aa controlled
to inhale,
containers, used
controlled
store and/or
otherwise introduce
into the
the human body
ingest, store
substance,
violation ofldaho
in violation
of Idaho Code Section
Section 37-2734A.
substance, in

Infonnation
Information

-2

-

33

11" day
DATED this
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mm
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CERTIFICATE OF
0F SERVICE

I hereby
Ihereby

certifY
that on
August
on August
certify that

Z7 , 2018,
Z-7
served a
a copy
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
2018, I served
copy of
,

I

INFORMATION TO THE FOLLOWING:

DEFENDER’S OFFICE
PUBLIC DEFENDER'S

W
[ l

'P<P
[

E-Serve
Court Folder
E-mail
E-mail
U.S.Mail
U.S.
Mail
Fax

]

[ l
[ l
[ l
[

]

[

]

[

]

m
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Debbie Hiatt
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

RYAN
HUBBARD

21318

CASE # CR42—1 8-9435
09/17/18
DATE
TIME
a:aﬁm

3mg“;

CD 450%

COURTROOM
STATE OF IDAHO,
VS.

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER
[X]

ARRAIGNMENT

[]

STATUS

[]

JDEFENDANTIN CUSTODY

[

ENTRY OF PLEA

[]

BOND

APPEARANCES.

[]

.

e endant OC-I
('4:an
ef Counsel

gPr/osecutor

Mr

[

CHANGE OF PLEA

,

w

Other

PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS:
informed of the charges against himlher and all legal rights including the right to representation
advised of the effect of a guilty plea and the maximum penalties
dant indicated that he/she understands rights and penalties
Name verified [ ] Public Defender is confirmed/appointed
aived reading of the “Information"
[
]

Defendant
efendant

D

[

]

is

is

ENTRY 0F NOT GUILTY PLEA:

[

1

By defendant

[

1

By the Court

State‘s Attorney:

#

of days for

trial

Pre-Trial

Jury Trial

Status Hearing

Discovery Cutoff

ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and questioned by the Court
PSI Facesheet submitted
Plea and/or Offer Filed
[
]
Drug Court Application submitted
Application
Court
Health
submitted
Mental
[
]
[
]
Pled to
Charge Amended to
[

]

[

]

Counts

to

be Dismissed

Enters plea knowingly, freely and voluntarily

Plea accepted and adjudged
[
]
Sentencing Date
19—2524 Substance Abuse Eval
Presentence Report ordered
]
[
]
[
Domestic Violence Eval
Psychosexual Eval
Updated PSR
[
]
]
]
recommended by State[ ]Yes [ ] No [ ] Order to Report
[ ] Drug Court
[

[

]

[

guilty

[

]

[

]

19-2524 Mental Health Eval
Other Eval

BOND HEARING:

Counsel addressed the Court[ ] Bond remains as set[ ] Bond re-set to
[
]
recognizance
own
Order to Report
on
Released
[
] Reside at
]
Conditions of Release: [ ]Court Compliance
]Remain on Probation
]Curfew of
[
[
]

[

[

]

Drug/Alcohol Testing

Other:

[

\J

W

]__ Random UAs per week

Ma/u‘ {Of% [Q [0
\

[

(IDCEW
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Electronically Filed
9/27/2018 4:50 PM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Pam Schulz, Deputy Clerk
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PUBLIC
PUBLIC DEFENDER
P.O. Box 126
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83303-0126
ID 83303-0126
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ISB#
ISB# 8711
87 11
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JUDICIAL DISTRIC
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FIFTH JUDICIAL
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IN THE
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VLLS
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IN AND FOR THE COUNTY
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STATE OF IDAHO,
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NO. CR42-18-?
CASE NO.

STATE OF IDAHO,
IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,

SS AND
AND
MOTION
SUPR]EESS
MOTION TO
TO SUPRE

MEMORANDUM

0F
Il\ SUPPORT
SUPPORT OF
MEMORANDUM IN

vs.
vs.

SHELAINA NEIMEYER,
SHELAINA
NEIMEYER,
Defendant.
Defendant.

Defendant, Shelaina Neimeyer,
COMES NOW
NOW the above named Defendant,
Neimcyer, by and through her
this
V. McCord,
Falls County Deputy Public Defender,
attorney
Defender, and he reby submits this
McCord, Twin Falls
attorney Laurel V.

Memorandum and Motion to
Suppress.
to Suppress.

SUMMARY
FACTUAL Summary
Factual
5m, 2018
check‘at-Oasis
On August
welfare :heck
at Oasis
were dispatched
a welfare
ofﬁcers were
dispatched to
2018 at
at about
to a
August 5^^,
about 3pm officers

‘N Go in
Stop 'N
that had been parked for
for
in Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho because an employee noticed a vehicle that
hour. Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer
in her vehicle in
in the parking lot.
sitting in
half an hour.
Neimcycr was sitting
Ofﬁcer; made contact
lot. Officer,

and Officer
whiskey bottle
Ofﬁcer Coraeau
Comeau observed an unsealed
unsealed fireball
ﬁreball whiskey
bottle beside
beside the
the pai
pas senger seat
seat and
an open alcohol
alcohol can in
in a
a cup holder.
holder. Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer
the parking lot
explained she
she was sitting
sitting in
in the
lot
Neimeycr explained
on the
was old
the phone.
phone. She also
also explained that
that the
the open can was
old and being
ar ash tray
being used
used as
as ar
tray and
showed the
the can to the officers.
ofﬁcers. She tossed the fireball
chicle. Officers
ﬁreball bottle to
to the back of the v
vehicle.
Ofﬁcers
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k film
ﬁlm canister
Ofﬁcer Comeau saw a bla:k
ﬁeld sobriety
tests on Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer.
did not conduct field
sobriety tests
Neimeyer. Officer
it was
Thom son observed
Ofﬁcer Thomp
on aa seat
was open Officer
seat and ordered Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer to
to open it.
it. Once it

'ﬁcers searched
what appear to
marijuana. Based on the discovery of marijuana,
what
marijuana, the officers
to him to
to be marijuana.

Neimeyer’s purse.
urrent charges.
charges.
the rest
current
rest of the car and Ms.
inside led to
found inside
to the c
Ms. Neimeyer's
purse. Evidence found
Issues
ISSUES

1.
Does Ms.
1.
Ms. Neimeyer have standing to
search?
to contest the search?
2.
Was the search of the closed
2. Was
clgsed canister unreasonable?
unreasonable?

AND Argument
AUTHORITIES and
ARGUMENT
Authorities
The Fourth and Fourteenth Amendments to
to the Federal Constitution and Article I,
I,

Section 17
Constitution prohibit
the Idaho Constitution
17 of the
v.
prohibit unreasonable searches
searches and seizures.
seizures. State
State v.
Robertson, 134 Idaho 180,
Robertson,
;s are
seizur es
arc per se
(Ct.App.2000). Warrantless searches and seizur
180, 184(Ct.App.2000).
unreasonable, and the burden is
is on the State
State to
unreasonable,
wellactions were conducted under a wellto prove the actions

recognized exception to
to the warrant requirement.
requirement. State
State v.
v. Robertson,
134 Idaho 180,
997
Robertson, 134
180, 185,
185, 997

P.2d 641,
646 (Ct.App.2000).
v. New Hampshire,
641, 646
403 U.S.
U.S. 443
443 (1967;.
Hampshire, 403
(Ct.App.2000). Coolidge v.
(1967: L Searches of
re|cognized exceptions to
vehicles
well recognized
warrant
vehicles and the
the containers
containers therein
therein conducted under well
the warrant
to the

requirement must still
still be based
based on probable
probable cause.
cause. United
United States
v. Ross,
States v.
L LS. 798,
Ross, 456 Lf.S.
798, 807808(1982).
808(1982).

Under the Exclusionary Rule,
seized or
or statements
statements made improperly are
Rule, any
any contraband seized
unl-awful search
fruit of an unlawful
fhiit
search or
or seizure.
seizure. Wong Sun v.
v. United
United States,
471 485 (1963).
States, 371
371 U.S.
U.S. 471
(1963).

Under the
the Fruit
Fruit of the
the Poisonous Tree doctrine,
doctrine, evidence
evidence obtained
obtained subsequent
subsequent tC'
tc a search that is
is
illegal under
under the
thc Fourth
Fourth Amendment cannot
illegal
cannot be
be admitted
admitted in
in a
a criminal
criminal trial.
trial. Silv^rthome
Silv erthome Lumber
Lumber

Co. V.
v. United States,
Co.
U.S. 385 (1920).
States, 251 U.S.
(1920).
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THE search
THE CANISTER
1.
:anister
1. Mrs.
T0 contest
SEARCH of
OF the
CONTEST the
MRS. Neimeyer
NEIMEYER has
HAS standing
STANDING to
T0 challenge a search,
a person must show that
that he or
0r she had a
a legitimate; expectation of
To
search, a
1234
in the item or place searched.
searched. State v.
145 Idaho 623,
181 P,
P.3d
v. Pruss,
privacy in
3d 1231,
1231, 1234
Pruss, 145
623, 626,
626, 181
104
v. Kentucky,
v. Cowen,
448 U.S.
U.S. 98,
S.Ct. 2556
2556 (1980);
(2008);
100 S.Ct.
Cowen, 104
104, 100
Kentucky, 448
98, 104,
(2008); Rawlings v.
(1980); State v.

662 P.2d 230,
232 (1983).
In State v.
v. Reimer,
Idaho Supreme Court held that
Idaho 649,
Reimer, the Idaho
649, 651,
651, 662
230, 232
(1983). In
individual’s
in a closed,
plain view,
keeping objects in
container, out of plain
closed, opaque container,
view, manifests an inlividual's

217-18, 899
v. Reimer,
127 Idaho 214,
899 ]'.2d427,
P.2d 427, 430-31
legitimate expectation of privacy.
Reimer, 127
privacy. State v.
214, 217-18,
is generally
distinction as
as to
all are
are protected equally
(1995).
to the type
container; all
generally no distinction
equally by
(1995). There is
type of container;

“serve as
the Constitution.
Constitution. Id.
Id. Containers that
that "serve
as a
a repository
for one's personal be ongings are
repository for

hOme.” State v.
entitled to
t0 as
as much protection imder
under the Fourth Amendment
Amendment as
as is
v. Dreier,
entitled
is one's home."
Dreier,

adwick,433
139 Idaho
Idaho 246,
25 1, 76
433
76 P.3d 990,
995 (Ct.
citing United States v.
139
Chadwick,
246, 251,
990, 995
App.2003), citing
(Ct. App.2003),
v: Ch
11 (1977).
U.S. 1,
U.S.
(1977).
1, 11

In this
this case,
canister was a closed opaque container in
Its
in Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer s
s car.
car. Its
case, the canister
view. Thus,
Ms. Neimeyer showed a legitimate expectation of privacy
contents were not in plain view.
Thus, Ms.
in the
the contents of
in
the canister.
0f the
canister. Because she had a
cy in
a legitimate
legitimate expectation
expectation of privE
in the
privacy

canister,
canister, she has standing to
t0 challenge the
the search.
search.
ENFORCEMENT’S search
2.
2. Law
LAW enforcement's
SEARCH of
THE film
FILM canister
OF the
CANISTER was
WAS unreasonable
UNREASONABLE

NO

BECAUSE no probable
because
PROBABLE cause
CAUSE existed
EXISTED for
FOR the
THE search.
SEARCH.

Probable cause must be based on more than mere suspicion.
suspicion. United Stalls
v. Parr,
843
States v.
Parr, 843

F.2d 1228,1232
Cir. 1988),
1228, 1232 (9th
citing United
United States
States v.
v. Vasey,
834 F.2d
F.2d 782,
(9th Cir.
78 (9th
1988), citing
Vasey, 834
Cir.1987).
782, 78p
(9th Cir.1987).
ofﬁcer's determination
The officer's
determination for
for probable
probable cause
cause must be
be based
vhich would be
based on
0n objective
obj ective facts
facts which

sufﬁcient to
sufficient
to convince a magistrate to
to issue
a warrant under similar
issue a
similar circumstance
circumstances.
5.

States
United States

V.
v. Ross,
456 U.S.
U.S. 798,
Ross, 456
102 S.Ct.
S.Ct. 2157,
2164 (1982);
798, 808,
808, 102
State v.
v. Shepherd,
2157, 2164
118 Idaho
Idaho 121,
Shepherd, 118
121, 124,
124,
(1982); State
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“the facts
795 P.2d 15,
18 (Ct.
App. 1990).
It exists when "the
facts available to
795
ofﬁcer would warrant
to the officer
(Ct. App.
1990). It
15, 18

a person of
0f reasonable caution to
to believe that
that certain items may be contraband or stolen
crime.” Brinegar v.
as evidence of a crime."
property
175-76, 69
v. United States,
property or useful as
338 U.S.
U.S. 160,
69
States, 338
160, 175-76,

S.
S. Ct
Ct. 1302,1310-11
1302, 1310-11 (1949).
(1949).

In
woul<3 lead
In this
this case,
ofﬁcers did
did not
not have
have the
the necessary
objective facts
case, officers
facts that
lead a
necessary objective
that woul
a
reasonable person to
to believe that
that the
the small canister
canister would contain contraband.
contraband.
0thing
othing
“plain smell".
smell”. Ms.
suspicious and indicative
indicative of drugs was
suspicious
was in
in plain
Ms. Neinieyer
a
plain view,
or "plain
Nei eyer had a
view, or

rational
was no
rational explanation
explanation for
for her
her presence
presence in
in the
the parking
parking lot.
lot. There
There was
no reason
reason to
t0 tpink
think alcohol
alcohol
would be kept in
in a
a small canister.
canister. Furthermore,
possessing an open container
container of alcohol
alcohol in
in a
Furthermore, possessing
ofﬁcers’
is not even a
a crime when the
the vehicle
vehicle is
vehicle is
is not
not on
0n a
a highway or
or right
right of way The officers'

hunch would not
not have supported
supported issuance
issuance of
0f a
a warrant,
and does
not support
warrant, and
does not
bable cause for
support pro
for a
ﬁrobable
warrantless search.
search.
warrantless

CONCLUSION
Conclusion
is on the State to show
The burden is
show that
that warrantless
walrantless searches and seizures are reasonable.
reasonable.

be reasonable,
To be
searches conducted
reasonable, searches
conducted under
under exceptions
exceptions to
to the
the warrant
warrant requirement
requirement must
must still be
be
still

supported by
cause. Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer has
has standing
standing to
to contest
contest the
the propriety
the search
search
of the
propriety of
by probable cause.

because closed
closed opaque containers
containers evince
evince a
legitimate expectation
a legitimate
expectation of
of privacy
and the canister wa
wass
privacy and
aa closed
closed container.
container. The plain
plain sighting
sighting of
of an
an ordinary
object does
does not
not give
ordinary object
give rise
rise to
t0 probably cause
for a
a search
for
search of
of the
the object.
object. A search
search cannot
cannot be
be validated
validated by
what it
it turns
turns up.
up. Wor
W0) g
Sun v.
v. United
United
by what
g Sun

States,
States, 371 U.S.
U.S. 471,
471, 484 (1963).
probable cause
Therefore, no probable
cause existed
existed for
for the
the search
(1963). Therefore,
search of
of the
the
closed canister
canister from
Neimeyer’s car.
from Ms.
Ms. Neimeyer's
car.
In the
the absence
In
absence of
of probable
probable cause,
the search
search was
cause, the
was unreasonable.
unreasonable. All
All evidence
obtained
evidence obtained

subsequent to
lous tree,
to the
the unreasonable
unreasonable search
search should
should be
be suppressed
suppressed as
as fhiit
fruit of
of the
the poiso
poiso nous
in
tree, or,
0r, in
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the alternative,
alternative, this
this case should be dismissed.
dismissed. Id.
485. This
Id. at
at 485.
This Motion is
is based
based upon
u pon the
the entire
entire
in this
this matter and such further
record in
further documentary and testimonial
testimonial evidence
evidence as
as nay
r nay be

presented.
presented.

27% day
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED
RESPECTFULLY
2018.
SUBMITTED this 27^^
septemberzols.
of September
day of
this

ng/
Laurel
V. McCord
Laurel V.
Deputy Public Defender
Defex 1der
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CERTIFICATE OF
SERVICE
OF SERVICE
the undersigned,
I, the
undersigned, hereby
that I
I caused
caused a
a true
certify that
hereby certify
true and
and correct
correct copy
of the
the foregoing
foregoing
copy of
I,

MEMORANDUM was delivered
delivered to
to the
the following
following on
on September
September 27,
201 8.
27, 2018.

[X]
[X]

Grant
Grant Loebs
Twin Falls
Falls County Prosecutor

inbox.pros@tfco.org
inbox.pros@.tfco.org

4W

A/ Betsy Brown
Betsy Brown
Legal Assistant
Legal
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CASE # CR42-1 8-9435
DATE
10/01/18
TIME

COURTROOM

CD

mm

10:00AM
\Oﬁkg

STATE 0F IDAHO,
vs.

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER
[1

ARRAIGNMENT

[1

STATUS

[X]

1DEFENDANTIN CUSTODY

[

ENTRY 0F PLEA

[1

BOND

[1

CHANGE 0F PLEA

APPEARANCES:

M

0.0.

Defendant
H’Def. Counsel

1/] Prosecutor

MCWV

]

[

\M\\\W\0V€/

Other

PROCEEDINGS AND ADVISEMENT OF RIGHTS:
Defendant is informed of the charges against him/her and all legal rights including the right to representation
Defendant is advised of the effect of a guilty plea and the maximum penalties
Defendant indicated that he/she understands rights and penalties
]
Public Defender is conﬁrmed/appointed
Name verified
]Waived reading of the "Information"
]
]

[

]

[

]

[

[

[

”ENTRY OF NOT G

[

ILTY PLEA: j/{By defendant

[

]

# of days

for

trial

/ $4» Kg

By the Court

m

State's Attorney:
Pre-Trial

0a“

Jury Trial

\FD

@ $60

aring

Discovery Cutoff

ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: [ ] Defendant duly sworn in and questioned by the Court
PSI Facesheet submitted
and/or Offer Filed
Plea
[
]
[
Drug Court Application submitted
Mental Health Court Application submitted
[
]
]
[
Pled to
Charge Amended to
Counts to be Dismissed
Plea accepted and adjudged guilty
Enters plea knowingly, freely and voluntarily
]
[
]
Sentencing Date
19-2524 Mental Health Eval
19-2524 Substance Abuse Eval
Presentence Report ordered
[
[
]
]
Eval
Violence
Eval
Domestic
Eval
Psychosexual
]Other
PSR
Updated
[
]
[
[
]
[
]
Order
to
Report
No
recommended
Court
State[
Drug
]Yes
by
[
]
[
[
[

]

]

[

]

[

]

]

BOND HEARING:

Counsel addressed the Court[ ] Bond remains as set[ ] Bond re-set to
[
]
Reside at
Released on own recognizance [ ]Order to Report
]
Conditions of Release: [ ]Court Compliance
]Curfew of
]Remain on Probation
[
[
[

]

[

]

[

Drug/Alcohol Testing
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Filed: 10/04/2018 08:47:54
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Schulz, Pam

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
THE STATE OF IDAHO

)
)
Plaintiff.
)
)
vs
)
)
SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER
)
)
Defendant.
)
_________________________________)

Case No. CR42-18-9435
CRIMINAL CASE
SCHEDULING ORDER
Effective January 1, 2017

This Order will govern all proceedings in this case if the Defendant enters a Plea of
NOT GUILTY.
1. Pretrial Motions (excluding Motions to Suppress). Pursuant to I.C.R. 12(b)
pretrial motions must be filed within 28 days of entry of plea or 7 days before
trial, whichever is earlier. The moving party must obtain a hearing date and
notice the same for hearing at or before the time of filing and otherwise comply
with the hearing and notice requirements of the rule. However, a motion
pursuant to I.C.R. 21 must be filed within 20 days from the date of arraignment.
The moving party shall also file a brief with the motion setting forth 1) the
grounds for relief sought, 2) the factual basis supporting the motion, 3) the legal
authority supporting the motion and 4) legal argument applying the law and
facts. Failure to file such a brief may result in denial of the motion without
further notice.
2. Motions to Suppress. Pursuant to Rule 12(c) & (d) motions to suppress must
be filed within 28 days of entry of plea. The motion shall: describe the evidence
sought to be suppressed; set forth the standing of the defendant to make the
application; specify sufficient legal and factual grounds for the motion to give the
State reasonable notice of the issues and to enable the Court to determine what
proceedings are appropriate to address them. The State shall respond to the
motion stating any opposition in a written brief.
3. Motions in Limine and Other Evidentiary Based Motions.
Motions in
Limine and Other Evidentiary Based Motions must be filed, noticed for hearing
and heard by the Court at least 14 days prior to trial. Except under
CRIMINAL SCHEDULING ORDER –
Effective January 1, 2017
44

exceptional circumstances the court
cutoff date

and

will

not hear these motions between this

trial.

Discovem. All parties will comply with the discovery requirements of
16 and use good faith and reasonable diligence in timely complying with
initial discovery and supplementation thereof. The Prosecuting Attorney must
review the law enforcement agency’s file prior to disclosure to make sure all
reports or evidence are disclosed to defense counsel as required by |.C.R. 16.
Providing a release to defense counsel allowing them to obtain discovery from
law enforcement does not sufﬁciently comply with this rule.
Pretrial
|.C.R.

5.

medical or expert testimony witnesses must be
disclosed at least 21 days prior to trial. The provisions of |.R.C. 16 regarding
discovery of expert witnesses by both parties must be complied with prior to

Expert Testimony.

All

this cutoff.

6.

7.

Jug

prepare “stock“ jury instructions. Copies of
these may be obtained by contacting the Court’s law clerk. It is not necessary
for Counsel to submit stock instructions that duplicate those prepared by the
Court. Counsel must file their proposed instructions in writing with the Clerk and
submit a copy by email to (rvanlawclerk@co.twin-falIs.id.us) in Word document
format on or before 5 P.M. the Friday before the trial date.
Instructions.

The Court

wi||

Witnesses and Exhibits. Exhibit and Witness lists describing a party’s
intended exhibits and witnesses must be filed by 5 P_M. the Friday prior to the
trial date. Witnesses and Exhibits should be identiﬁed in their anticipated order
of presentation at trial. The final order of witnesses shall be discussed with the
Court and counsel prior to jury selection the first day of trial. The Court will rely
on these witness lists in selecting the jury. Counsel shall meet with the clerk to
mark and/or to stipulate to the admission of exhibits at least one day before
trial.

8.

Audio and Video Tapes or CDs.

If

either party desires to introduce

all

or any

such
recording shall give notice of their intent to offer it to both the Court and
opposing counsel. The offering party shall provide the opposing party with a
copy of the recording as it is intended to be offered at trial at least seven (7)
days prior to the pretrial conference. The opposing party must review the
recording prior to the pretrial conference and appear at the pretrial conference
prepared to either: (1) stipulate to the recording as offered by the opposing
party; or, (2) place on the record speciﬁc objections to the recording with
portion of

any audio or video recording

at

trial,

the party desiring to

utilize

reference to exact portions of the recording being offered that are objectionable.
9.

AudioNisual Eguipment.

It

is

the responsibility of counsel to

become

familiar

equipment PRIOR t0 trial and to ensure that all
can be broadcast on the Court’s equipment. This

with the Court’s audio-visual

audio and video exhibits
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Court’s staff WILL NOT assist counsel in the operation of equipment during trial.
The Court WILL NOT admit any audio or visual exhibit that cannot be viewed on
the Court’s equipment provided to the jury or on a “clean” computer brought by
counsel which will be used in the jury room.. The Court WILL NOT permit the
jury to use counsel’s equipment, that is not a “clean” computer, in the jury room
to review admitted exhibits.
10. Alternate Judges Notice is hereby given that the presiding judge assigned to
this case intends to utilize the provisions of I.C.R. 25(a)(6). Notice is also given
that if there are multiple defendants, any disqualification pursuant to I.C.R.
25(a)(1) is subject to a prior determination under I.C.R. 25(a)(3). The panel of
alternate judges consists of the following judges who have otherwise not been
disqualified in this action: Judges Brody, Butler, Cluff, Copsey, Huskey, Ryan,
Shindurling, St. Clair, Stephens, Tribe, Wildman, N. Williamson, Wilper and
Wood.
11. Miscellaneous Procedures And Notice Requirements.
A. The Defendant shall keep his counsel advised of his mailing address
and telephone number. If counsel loses contact with the defendant,
counsel shall immediately notify the Court so that appropriate
proceedings may take place.
B. If this case is resolved by plea then that plea will be taken AT LEAST
by the Friday before the start of trial. If a defendant enters a plea after
a jury panel has appeared in court, the cost of that panel may be
assessed against either party whom the court determines has acted in
bad faith in not timely resolving this case. The Defendant must
complete the Court’s current “Guilty Plea Advisory Form.”
C. Counsel will meet in chambers at 8:15 the morning of trial to discuss
any last minute issues in the case. The Court will advise the parties at
that meeting of the number of alternate jurors to be selected and the
number of peremptory challenges allowed.
D. Trial of this case will be set by separate order. Unless there is a written
objection filed by either party within 7 days of the trial notice, the
following shall apply. The Court will use a struck method of jury
selection. The jury commissioner shall pre-number the panel by
random draw. Failure to object to this pre-numbering procedure at or
before the pretrial shall be deemed a waiver of this aspect of jury
selection. The Court will not permit questions from the jury unless
there is a written stipulation signed by counsel and the defendant.
E. Any stipulations of fact shall be in writing and signed by counsel and
the defendant.
CRIMINAL SCHEDULING ORDER –
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F. This case may be set for trial along with other cases. The trial priority of
this case will be determined as follows. The Court may use as many as
two additional trial judges from the alternate panel. Thus, there may be
as many as three district court jury trials occurring in the Twin Falls
Courthouse at any one time. Cases shall be tried in the order of their
age and defendant’s custody status. Thus in-custody cases by order of
age shall be tried first and out-of-custody cases by order of age shall
be tried next. Counsel shall be prepared to try any case on the Court’s
trial docket and shall be responsible to determine among themselves
the priority of cases.
G. The State shall communicate to the Defendant’s counsel and said
counsel shall communicate to the Defendant any plea bargains
offered in this case.
DATED

Signed: 10/3/2018 12:33 PM

______________________________
THOMAS J. RYAN
District Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I hereby certify that I caused to be served a true and correct copy of the
foregoing, by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following:

Grant Loebs
Inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us
Emailed
Marilyn Paul
tfcpubdef@co.twin-falls.id.us
Emailed

Deputy Clerk

Signed: 10/4/2018 08:48 AM
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Filed: October 30, 2018 at 2:09 PM.
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
By: Pam Schulz Deputy Clerk

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
State of Idaho
Plaintiff,
vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
Defendant.

Case No. CR42-18-9435

JUDGE: Ryan, Thomas J.

DATE: October 30, 2018

CLERK: Pam Schulz

LOCATION: Courtroom 2

HEARING TYPE: Motion to Suppress

COURT REPORTER: Sabrina Vasquez

Court Minutes

INTERPRETER:

Parties Present:
State of Idaho

Attorney:

Kiel Rigby Willmore

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Attorney:

Laurel Vivian McCord

Hearing Start Time: 1:32 PM
Journal Entries:
- (132) The State of Idaho appeared through Kiel Willmore, the defendant appeared in person
and with counsel, Laurel McCord, this being the time and place set for motion to suppress in the
above entitled action. (133) Mr. Willmore called Officer Tracy Thompson and he was sworn.
(134) Mr. Willmore examined the witness. (137) Mr. Willmore proffered States Exhibit 1 and
moved for admission. Ms. McCord did not object. The Court admitted States Exhibit 1. (138) Mr.
Willmore published States Exhibit 1. (140) Mr. Willmore continued to examine the witness. (143)
Publication of States Exhibit 1 concluded. Mr. Willmore continued to examine the witness. (145)
Ms. McCord cross examined the witness. (147) Mr. Willmore questioned the witness on re direct
examination. (149) The witness was excused and stepped down. (149) Mr. Willmore called
Candace Comeau and she was sworn. (150) Mr. Willmore examined the witness.(152) Mr.
Willmore published States Exhibit 1 and continued to examine the witness. (155) Publication of
States Exhibit 1 concluded. Mr. Willmore continued to examine the witness. (156) Ms. McCord
cross examined the witness. (157) The witness was excused and stepped down. (158) Mr.
Willmore presented argument in opposition to defendant's motion to suppress. (201) Ms.
McCord presented argument in support of motion to suppress. (206) The Court presented
finding and fact. The Court took case under advisement. (207) Mr. Willmore presented further
argument and will issue written opinion. (208) Court recessed.
Hearing End Time: 2:08 PM
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REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY
AND WITNESS LIST
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COMES NOW, the
Falls County
Attorney’s Office
the Twin Falls
Prosecuting Attorney's
Ofﬁce by
and through
through its
its
County Prosecuting
by and
Attorney of
Record, Kiel
of Record,
Kiel Willmore,
Prosecuting Attorney,
submits the
the following
following
Willmore, Deputy
Attorney
Attorney, and submits
Deputy Prosecuting

list
list

of
potential witnesses:
of potential
witnesses:

1.
1.

Michael Lichter,
Lichter, Twin Falls
Ofﬁce
Falls Prosecuting
Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney Office
P0 Box 126
PO
Idaho 83301
Twin Falls,
Falls, Idaho
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STATE'S
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2.
2.

Falls Police
Police Department
Candace Cameau, Twin Falls
3'“ Avenue East
356
356 3'd
East
Falls ID 83301
Twin Falls

3.
3.

Police Department
Falls Police
Tracy
Tracy Thompson, Twin Falls
3'“
356
356 3'd Avenue East
East
Falls ID 83301
Twin Falls
83301

4.

Forensic Scientist
Tina Mattox,
Mattox, Forensic
Scientist II
II
State Police
Police Forensic
Forensic Services
Services
Idaho State
5‘“ Avenue, Suite 2
5255
5255 S.
s. 5'h
Avenue, Suite 2
Pocatello, ID 83204
Pocatello,

4.

Defendant’s Witness
State is
is free
ﬁee to
to call
call all
all witnesses
The State
witnesses referred
well
Witness List,
referred to
to in
in the
the Defendant's
as well
List, as
as any
or identified
identiﬁed in
in discovery
as
person named or
the defense
the State's
defense in
items provided
provided to
to the
in the
State ’s
discovery items
any person

Response
Response

State’s supplemental
to
for Discovery
r0 Request
all of
Requestfor
of the
the State's
supplemental responses
responses to
to discovery.
Discovery and all
discovery.

State reserves
reserves the
to supplement discovery
right to
The State
the right
becomes available.
information becomes
as information
available.
discovery as

30" day
this~
DATED this
day of

em w

Q.,\-o\,~or

,,2018.
2018.

{me k m
"

Kiel Wiﬁmyré'

[xx

V

o
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Deputy
Prosecuting Attorney
Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney
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II hereby
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day of
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0~
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,

2018,

I
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foregoing
foregoing SUPPLEMENTAL RESPONSE TO REQUEST FOR DISCOVERY AND
following:
WITNESS LIST to
to the
the following:
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]
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SUMMARY OF
0F EXPECTED TESTIMONY
OF
WITNESS - TINA MATTOX
0F EXPERT WITNESS-

))
))
))

Defendant.
_____________________
)
Defendant.

)

Attorney’s Office
its
Ofﬁce by
through its
COMES NOW, the
Falls County
Prosecuting Attorney's
the Twin Falls
County Prosecuting
by and through

Attorney of
Record, Kiel
submits the
the following
following
of Record,
Kiel Willmore,
Prosecuting Attorney,
Willmore, Deputy
Attorney
Attorney, and submits
Deputy Prosecuting
Forensic Scientist
Scientist II.
II.
Summary of Expected Testimony
Mattox, Forensic
of Expert
Expert Witness,
Witness, Tina Mattox
Testimony of
,

vitae and Controlled
The curriculum vitae
Report of Tina Mattox have been
Controlled Substance Analysis
Analysis Report

provided in
jury to
in discovery,
the jury
to understand
understand the
the
provided
forth her
qualiﬁcations to
assist the
set forth
her qualifications
to assist
discovery, and set
evidence
or determine
to be
be consistent
with her
her
evidence or
determine a
a fact
fact in
in issue.
issue. Tina
Tina Mattox is
is expected
expected to
consistent with
Controlled
report dated
Controlled Substance
Substance Analysis
dated September 12,2018.
Analysis report
12, 2018.
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Mattox’ testimony
Tina
is expected
Tina Mattox'
expected to
to include,
the following:
following:
include, the
testimony is

1.
1.

The procedure
received the
the items
procedure by
she received
items for
for testing;
testing;
by which she

2.
2.

The protocol
to determine
determine whether or
or
are tested
tested to
substances are
protocol by
by which unknown substances
not
not they
contain controlled
controlled substances;
substances; and,
and,
they contain

3.
3.

The specific
foregoing
the foregoing
according to
speciﬁc items
items involved
involved in
in this
this case
case were tested
tested according
to the
protocol and were determined to
to contain!methamphetamine.
containEmethamphetamine.
protocol

Tina
rely upon her
her years
years of
Tina Mattox will
will rely
of education
education and
and experience
experience as
as well
well as
as familiarity
familiarity
in her field
ﬁeld as
the bases
with the
the studies,
by experts
bases for
for
as the
studies, literature
literature and
and data
data reasonably
relied upon by
experts in
reasonably relied

her
that store
her opinions,
statements and inferences.
it is
is likely
inferences. From that
store of
of knowledge it
opinions, statements
likely Tina Mattox
will draw examples that
will make her
her testimony
the jury
to understand.
understand.
for the
will
that will
testimony more easy
jury to
easy for

The State
available.
State reserves
reserves the
the right
right to
to supplement discovery
information becomes available.
as information
discovery as

30"
DATEDthis
DATED
this -...1!!.'
::. dayof
day of

Dabber
f)c:\-.l~t.r

,,2018.
2018.

‘
\(I

Q

Kiel Willgno

Deputy Prosecuting
Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney
Deputy
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Filed: 11/09/2018 14:07:05
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Hubbard, Angela

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,
Case No. CR42-18-9435
Plaintiff,

MEMORANDUM DECISION UPON
DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO
SUPPRESS

VS.

SHELAINA NEIMEYER,
Defendant.
This matter

Motion

came before

the Court

Laurel

to Suppress Evidence.

on October 30, 2018

McCord

state,

at the hearing,

and oral argument. The Court’s decision

is

upon Defendant’s

appeared on behalf of the Defendant.

Willmore appeared on behalf of the State of Idaho.
submitted by the Defendant, testimony

for hearing

The Court has considered

Kiel

the brieﬁng

Video and audio evidence submitted by the

articulated below.

FINDINGS OF FACT
On August

5,

2018

at

approximately 2:00 a.m., Ofﬁcers Thompson and

Comeau were

dispatched t0 conduct a welfare check in the parking lot of the Oasis gas station located at 1509

Kimberly Road,
a car that

in

Twin

Falls, Idaho.

had been parked

An

employee of the gas

and had been in the gas station

have

their

earlier

MEMORANDUM

lights on.

moved from the

an hour With a female

vehicle for over a half hour

purchasing alcohol.

Ofﬁcers Thompson and

emergency

had called the police about

in the gas station’s parking lot for over

occupant inside (Defendant). The Defendant had not

When

station

Comeau

arrived on scene their police vehicles did not

Ofﬁcers Thompson and

Comeau parked

their vehicles several
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dozen

feet

behind the Defendant’s vehicle. The ofﬁcers approached the Defendant’s vehicle with

their ﬂashlights illuminated, but they did not

the driver side

Window of

draw

their

weapons. Ofﬁcer Thompson approached

Ofﬁcer Comeau approached 0n the

the Defendant’s vehicle While

passenger side.

As Ofﬁcer Thompson approached

the driver side

window of the Defendant’s

vehicle he

observed that the vehicle’s lights were 0n and that the key was in the ignition. Ofﬁcer Thompson

asked the Defendant for identiﬁcation and asked her
long.

The Defendant explained

had not

left

that she

yet because she had been

why

she had been in the parking lot for so

had purchased items

for a friend at the gas station

on the phone. Ofﬁcer Thompson asked

had been drinking and the Defendant responded

that she

if the

and

Defendant

had not been. There was an alcoholic

beverage can in the center console cup holder, but the Defendant explained that the can was

empty and was merely being used

was anything

plans and if there

Ofﬁcer Thompson asked about the Defendant’s

as an ashtray.

the ofﬁcers could d0 for the Defendant.

The Defendant

responded that she was going to go home and that there was nothing the ofﬁcers could d0 for
her.

The Defendant remarked

that she

wanted

to

throw away the can that was being used as an

ashtray.

At

was referencing a
bottle

bottle of alcohol located in the passenger area

had been broken and the

and moved
stored

Ofﬁcer Comeau stated “there’s some Fireball

that time

it

back

to the

on the back

seat.

that the bottle could

seat

bottle

was only

right there.”

of the vehicle. The seal on the

The Defendant grabbed the

partially full.

of the vehicle, remarking that she could

Ofﬁcer Thompson indicated

be transported closed in the back

Ofﬁcer Comeau

that the

now

bottle

travel with the bottle

Defendant was correct in stating

seat.

Ofﬁcer Comeau then asked about a small black container located on the passenger

The Defendant

stated that the container

years and years ago.” Ofﬁcer
container t0 Ofﬁcer
I

Comeau asked

haven’t done anything wrong.” Ofﬁcer

mean

if the

.”
.

a sobriety test based

stuff...from

Defendant could show the contents of the

Thompson. The Defendant protested by

alcohol in the vehicle now.
to

was empty and had contained “ﬁlm and

seat.

stating,

“Do

Thompson responded by

The Defendant then offered

t0

“do a

I

really got to?

stating,

test,”

Which

“Well,
this

Imean,

we have

Court takes

on the context 0f the conversation. Ofﬁcer Thomson then

stated,

“That’s ﬁne. What’s inside of the...” at Which point the Defendant opened the container and

showed the contents

MEMORANDUM

to

Ofﬁcer Thompson.
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Ofﬁcer Thompson stated
odor of marijuana, which he

Thompson shined
that

is

in his afﬁdavit

and

at

hearing that he immediately smelled the

familiar with through his training and experience.

his ﬂashlight into the container

When Ofﬁcer

he also stated in his afﬁdavit and

at

hearing

he observed a green leafy substance that he recognized as marijuana through his training and

experience as a police ofﬁcer. After opening the container quickly the Defendant then closed the
container and put

At

it

in her purse.

that point,

Defendant did

so,

Ofﬁcer Thompson asked the Defendant

0f the vehicle. The

to step out

but took her purse With her. The Defendant was placed in handcuffs. Ofﬁcer

Thompson explained

that the

Defendant was being detained because of the alcohol found in the

vehicle, the possibility that she

the small container.

was under

the inﬂuence of something, and for the marijuana in

Ofﬁcer Thomson then searched the Defendant’s purse,

in

Which he found the

black container, which contained a glass end t0 a vape with green and brown residue

at the end.

In addition, the purse contained small clear baggies containing a green leafy substance

which

Ofﬁcer Thompson recognized as marijuana, a small amount of the green leafy substance

in the

black container, and a zip pouch containing a clear glass pipe with white and brown residue,

which Ofﬁcer Thompson suspected
were two

t0

be used t0 smoke methamphetamine. Also in the pouch

plastic baggies containing White residue,

Which Ofﬁcer Thompson recognized

methamphetamine, and a small gray pick, Which Ofﬁcer Thompson suspected

to

as

be used to clean

residue out of pipes used in the smoking 0f methamphetamine and marijuana.

Ofﬁcer Thompson then informed the Defendant

that she

was under

of methamphetamine and the Defendant was transported by Ofﬁcer

County

Jail for

booking. Ofﬁcer

Thompson

arrest for possession

Comeau

to the

Twin

stayed at the scene to conduct an inventory search of

the vehicle, so that the vehicle could be towed. During the inventory search

Ofﬁcer Thompson

found a white case, which contained a clear plastic baggie with white and brown particles

Ofﬁcer Thompson placed the baggie
the vehicle

into

an evidence bag for

was complete, the vehicle was turned over to

At the police

station,

Falls

Ofﬁcer Thompson used a

later testing.

After the inventory of

the towing

company.

NARK

testing kit

II

inside.

0n the

clear glass

pipe and the baggie from the white case in the back seat of the vehicle. Both items tested a

presumptive positive for methamphetamine. Ofﬁcer Thompson also tested the green leafy
substance in the black container With a
for marijuana. A11 items

MEMORANDUM

were sent

NARK II testing kit, which tested a presumptive positive

to the state lab for further testing.
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SUMMARY OF DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO SUPPRESS
The Defendant argues

that the ofﬁcers did not

have probable cause

to search the small

black container in the passenger area of the Defendant’s vehicle, and therefore the contents of the
small black container must be suppressed as evidence. The Defendant further argues that the
contents of the small black container did not provide probable cause for the arrest and search of
the Defendant’s purse

and vehicle, which turned up additional

additional items are fruits 0f the poisonous tree and

illegal items,

and therefore those

must be suppressed. See Wong Sun

v.

United

371 U.S. 471, 485 (1963).

States,

The

between the ofﬁcers and the Defendant was

State contends that the interaction

pursuant to the community care taker exception t0 the warrant requirement, that the interaction

and opening 0f the small container was consensual, and that the ofﬁcers had cause

t0 detain

and

Defendant absent the discovery of marijuana in the small black container.

arrest the

ANALYSIS
Warrantless searches by law enforcement ofﬁcials are presumptively unreasonable. The

Amendment t0

the United States Constitution and Article

§ 17

0f the Idaho Constitution

protects people against unreasonable searches and seizures. U.S. Const.

amend. IV; Idaho Const.

Fourth

art. I,

§ 17.

The guarantees under the United

substantially the same. State

occurs Without a warrant,

States Constitution

and the Idaho Constitution are

Fees, 140 Idaho 81, 88, 90 P.3d 306, 313 (2004).

v.

it is

I,

When

a seizure

the government’s burden t0 prove facts necessary t0 establish an

exception to the warrant requirement. Coolidge

v.

New Hampshire,

403 U.S. 443, 91

S. Ct.

2022,

29 L.Ed.2d 564 (1971).
In the present case the state argues that the

The community caretaking exception

this case.

community care taking exception

applies in circumstances

applies to

where ofﬁcers have a

duty to help citizens in need of immediate assistance or medical assistance due to injury. State

v.

Mireles, 133 Idaho 690, 693, 991 P.2d 878, 880 (1997); In re Clayton, 133 Idaho 817, 818, 478

P.2d 401, 402 (1988).

The ofﬁcer must possess a

immediate assistance. State

v.

subjective belief that

someone

is

in

need of

Schmidt, 137 Idaho 301, 47 P.3d 1271 (Ct. App. 2002). In

analyzing the community caretaking exception, Idaho has adopted a totality of the circumstances
test.

State

v.

The
search

is

Wixom, 130 Idaho 817, 818, 478 P.2d 401, 402 (1988).
constitutional standard in determining whether the police conducted an unlawful

whether the intrusive action was reasonable in View of the surrounding circumstances.
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Id.

Reasonableness

determined by balancing the public need and interest furthered by the

is

police conduct against the degree and nature of the intrusion
State

upon the privacy of the

When the

Godwin, 121 Idaho 491, 495, 826 P.2d 452, 456 (1992).

v.

citizen.

police-citizen contact

involves an automobile, an ofﬁcer should be allowed to identify, with certainty, the person with

whom

he

is

826 P.2d

dealing. Id. at 520,

at

481. The policy behind this rationale

is

that the

ofﬁcer needs to determine whether the driver has a valid license and to accurately prepare any
required reports concerning contact with the motorist. Id.

While the interaction between the ofﬁcers and the Defendant began

shows

interaction, the evidence

contact.

From

that there

the evidence presented

Defendant was nearing

its

it

was no need

as a care taking

for ofﬁcer assistance after the initial

appears the interaction between the ofﬁcer and the

end when Ofﬁcer Comeau observed the

passenger area of the Defendant’s vehicle. Once Ofﬁcer

bottle

Comeau observed

0f alcohol in the

the bottle of alcohol

of the vehicle, the interaction became investigatory. This Court ﬁnds that

in the passenger area

the interaction between the ofﬁcers and the Defendant

was nevertheless consensual,

as

was

the

search of the small black container.

When
considers a
94,

considering whether a search

number of

137 P.3d 481

factors

under a

totality

is

conducted with voluntary consent, a court

of the circumstances. State

App. 2006). Factors considered

(Ct.

are;

v.

Jaborra, 143 Idaho

“Whether there were numerous

ofﬁcers involved in the conﬁontation...the location and conditions of the consent, including
it

was

at night.

individual

was

free t0 leave. .and

Whether

at 97,

137 P.3d

.

.whether the police retained the individual’s identiﬁcation. ..Whether the
.

.

at

484

Whether the individual knew of his right

(citations omitted). Additionally, “there

inform the individual that he

is

free t0 leave or that

is

t0 refuse consent.” Id.

n0 requirement

he has the right

that police

t0 refuse consent....” Id.

(citations omitted).

In Jaborra, the Court of Appeals found that the defendant’s consent
Id. at 98,

A

137 P.3d

at

485.

The Court quoted

citizen is surrounded

different police cars.

by

It is

the district court’s

three policemen

late at night (0r

ﬁnding

Who have come

more precisely

was not

voluntary.

that:

to the scene in three

in the

wee hours of the

One

or two of the cars have their overhead lights ﬂashing. The ofﬁcers
and armed. The citizen is grabbed by the arm, knocked off—balance
and told to put his hands on his head. His driver's license, which he gave to one of
the deputies, has never been returned. He is not free to leave.... He has not been
afforded a Miranda warning.

morning).

are in uniform
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Id.

Here, there were two ofﬁcers involved, the encounter did take place late at night, and the

ofﬁcers were armed and in uniform. However, the ofﬁcers did not park their vehicles close

behind the Defendant’s

car, did

not activate their emergency

lights,

did not draw their weapons,

and the ofﬁcers each approached the sides of the Defendant’s vehicle on foot while the
Defendant remained in the vehicle. Thus, there was n0 obstruction
leaving the parking

lot.

t0 the

There was also n0 physical force applied

at

Defendant’s vehicle

any time prior

to the

Defendant opening the black container. The Defendant was not even asked to step out of the
vehicle prior to the discovery of marijuana. Ofﬁcer
identiﬁcation, but that identiﬁcation

Thompson obviously
free to leave, but

did not retain

such information

it.

is

was

later

Thompson

did ask for the Defendant’s

found in the Defendant’s purse, so Ofﬁcer

The ofﬁcers did not inform the Defendant

not required. See

id.,

supra. There

is

that she

no indication

Defendant was not free to leave prior t0 being detained and placed in handcuffs. These
in stark contrast t0 the

overwhelming force described by the

district court in

was

that the

facts are

Jaborra. Thus, this

Court ﬁnds that the interaction between the ofﬁcers and the Defendant was consensual.

The Defendant was asked by Ofﬁcer Comeau
container to Ofﬁcer

to

Thompson. The Defendant protested

did open the container after Ofﬁcer

Thompson implied

show

the contents of the small black

initially to

opening the container, but

that the alcohol in the vehicle

provided

probable cause to arrest and search the Defendant and the vehicle.
In State

Ballou, 145 Idaho 840, 848, 186 P.3d 696, 704 (Ct. App. 2008), the Idaho

v.

Court of Appeals found that an ofﬁcer’s statement that he would obtain a search warrant did not
render consent to search a

home

invalid.

The same reasoning

applies in this case. Here, the

Defendant was found with an open container 0f alcohol in the passenger section of her vehicle.

According

No
in,

to

Twin

Falls City

Code Section 6-2-6(A),

(E):

person shall have in his possession or on his person while occupying, riding
motor vehicle Whether upon a highway, street, or bridge

riding on, or driving a

upon public property or

private property open to public use, excluding public
any bottle, can, or other receptacle which is open, has been opened or the
seal of Which has been broken, and which contains any alcoholic beverage. The
transportation of an alcoholic beverage in a vehicle outside of the passenger
compartment shall not be a Violation of this section... (E) Penalty: Violation of
the provisions of this section is a misdemeanor punishable by a ﬁne of up to three
hundred dollars ($300.00) and/or six (6) months in jail, or both.

or

parks,
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The ofﬁcers could have

arrested the Defendant for having a bottle 0f alcohol the seal of

Which had been broken and which was found
Violation of

Twin

Falls City

Code Section

in the passenger

6—2-6.

At

compartment 0f the vehicle,

that point, the ofﬁcers could

in

have conducted

752 (1969); State

a search incident to that arrest. See Chime]

v.

California, 395 U.S.

104 Idaho 526, 661 P.2d 311 C983); State

v.

Sutherland, 130 Idaho 472, 943 P.2d 62 (Ct. App.

1997).

As

Calegar,

a part 0f that search incident t0 arrest, the ofﬁcers could have performed a search 0f

the passenger compartment of the vehicle. See Arizona
v.

v.

Belton, 453 U.S. 454 (1981); State

v.

Gant, 556 U.S. 332 (2009);

Nickel, 134 Idaho 610, 7 P.3d

v.

New

York

219 (2000). Therefore,

Court ﬁnds that Ofﬁcer Thompson’s comment implying that he and Ofﬁcer

this

Comeau had

probable cause t0 t0 arrest the Defendant and conduct a search was accurate and did not render
the consent of the Defendant in opening the container invalid.

performed an inventory search of the vehicle
Violation.

See Colorado

364 (1976); State

v.

v.

Bertine,

after arresting the

The ofﬁcers

also could

have

Defendant for the misdemeanor

479 U.S. 367 (1987); South Dakota

Weaver, 127 Idaho 288, 900 P.2d 196 (1995). In

v.

fact,

Opperman, 428 U.S.

Ofﬁcer Thompson did

conduct an inventory search of the Defendant’s vehicle after the Defendant was placed in
custody.

CONCLUSION
This Court ﬁnds, based on the evidence presented, that the Defendant consented to

opening the small black container, Which contained marijuana. Ofﬁcer Thompson’s perception
of the smell and sight of the marijuana then gave the ofﬁcers probable cause t0 detain and search
the Defendant,

and place her under

Thompson was then justiﬁed

in

0f a controlled substance. Ofﬁcer

performing an inventory search of the vehicle, which turned up

additional evidence of illegal activity.

the small black container,

arrest for possession

However, even

if the initial search, the

was not based on voluntary consent,

the search

Defendant opening

would

still

be valid

under the inevitable discovery doctrine.
Therefore,
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ORDER
IT IS

HEREBY ORDERED

and

this

does order that Defendant’s Motion t0 Suppress

is

DENIED.

Dated:

Signed: 11/9/2018 02:00 PM

Thomas
District

MEMORANDUM

J.

Ryan

Judge
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I,

Angela Hubbard

was

,

d0 hereby

sent to the following parties

certify that a true

by the

and correct copy of the foregoing document

service indicated:

Kiel Willmore

Emailed

Twin

Inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us

Falls

Laurel

County Prosecutor

McCord

Defense Counsel

Emailed

t0:

t0:

tfcpubdef@co.twin-falls.id.us

Kristina Glascock

Clerk of the District Court
Signed: 11/9/2018 02:07 PM

Deputy Clerk
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IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
DugTPam (:0wa

STATE 0F IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE COUNTY 0F TWIN

STATE OF IDAHO,
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Eﬂu‘yx
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Form Alford Plea

(Approved For Use in Twin Falls
(Revised as of March 2012)

VS.

7

Advisoryor'v'"

Guilty Plea Advisory

,v\’VVVVVVV

“3‘

JEEE‘J'V?”

/

Guilty Plea

Plaintiff,

m

Fﬂn‘l'

District Court)

n; b‘m%¢¢\

Defendant.

vvv‘

STATEMENT 0F CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS
(Please initial each response)
.

right to remain silent. You do not have to say anything about the crime(s) you are
accused of committing. If you elect to have a trial, the state may not call you as a witness or ask
you any questions. However, anything you do say can be used as evidence against you in court.

You have the

|

ungerstjnd that by pleading

guilty

am waiving my

|

right to

remain

silent before

and during

trial.

You have

the right to be represented by an attorney. If you want an attorney and cannot pay for
one, you can ask the judge for an attorney who will be paid byt e county. You may be required to
reimburse the county for the cost of this representation.

You are presumed

to

be innocent. You

judge, or 2) you are found guilty at a jury

|

understand that by pleading

guilty

|

will

be found gthy

if:

you plead

1)

guilty in front of the

trial.

am waiving my

right to

be presumed innocent.

_

gkk/

.

a speedy and public jury trial before twelve persons. A jury trial is a court
hearing to determine whether you are guilty or not guilty of the charge(s) brought against you. In
a jury trial, you have the right to present evidence in your defense and to testify in your own
defense. You are not required to do so, however. The state must convince all of the jurors of your
guilt beyond a reasonable doubt.

You have the

|

right to

underst?nd that by pleading

Y:u have the

guilty

I

am

waiving

my

right to

a speedy and public jury

trial.

the witnesses testifying against you. This occurs during a jury trial.
At trial, the state must prove its case by calling witnesses to testify under oath in front of you, the
jury, and your attorney. Your attorney could then cross-examine (question) each witness. You

could also

call

right to confront

witnesses of your choosing to

Page

testify

1

on your behalf.

Of 1O

If

you do not have the funds
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tOJ

gV

bring those witnesses to court, the state
will

compel

their

pay the cost of bringing your witnesses
attendance by the use of the subpoena power of the court.

understand that by pleading guilty
and present witnesses and evidence
I

|

will

am waiving my
my defense.

right to

in

to court

and

onfront the witnesses against me,
.

QUESTIONS REGARDING ABILITY To ENTER PLEA
(Please answer every question.

If

not,

If

you do not understand a question consult your attorney before answering.)

have you been provided with an

Do you want an

Interpreter?

.

What

is

your age?

.

What

Is

yourtrue and legal

interpreter to help

you

ﬁll

out this form?

YES_

..

YES

................................................................................

A.

“

.

name?< kQVA \i/‘LC‘A

DEV“; p

\MQKWL/{Q/

l
g

(i

.

Whatwasthe highestgrade ofschoolyou completed? \5

?V‘

QIQQ

U85”

you did not complete high school, have you received either a general ducation diplomlor
high school equivalency diploma? ...........................................................
If

YES_

.

.

Are you currently under the care of a mental health professional? ........................

YES

Have you ever been diagnosed

YES_

If

.

so,

with a mental health disorder?

what was the diagnosis and when was

it

Are you currently prescribed any medication?
If

so,

............................

made?

..............................................

have you taken your prescription medication during the past 48 hours?

which you believe affect your

ability to

make a reasoned and

Esg

.....

YES_

informed decision

in this

I

YES_

...........................................................................................................

.Are

you under the inﬂuence of any alcohol, drugs, or other medication
time? .......................................................................................................................

YES_

........................................................................................................................

12.

ﬁx]

YES_

Do you claim that you are mentally incapable of understanding these proceedings or
means to plead guilty to a crime? ........................................................................ YES_
Page 2
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13.Are you having any difﬁculty

in

understanding what you are doing by

ﬁlling

out this form?

14.|s there

any other reason

that

.

YES_ @55

..........................................................................................................

you cannot make a reasoned and informed decision

...........................................................................................................

in

his

YES

caseU

N

Plea Agreement
15.

your

Is

so,

If

guilty plea

the result of a plea agreement?

what are the terms of that plea agreement?

be attached hereto as “Addendum

16.

Have you read

17.

Do you understand

18.

ls

this plea

available, a written plea

agreement must

agreement? .....................................................................

YES

agreement? ..............................................................

YES

this plea

YES_

there anything about this plea agreement that you don’t understand? ...............

|

initial

the

gn_e_

paragraph below which describes

my plea agreement is a binding plea agreement. This means that if the
does not impose the speciﬁc sentence as recommended by both parties, will be
withdraw my plea of guilty and proceed to a jury trial.

understand that

district

court

allowed to
b.

(If

‘A”’)

19.There are two types of plea agreements. Please
the type of plea agreement:
a.

YES

..............................................

l

my plea agreement is a non-binding plea agreement. This means that the
bound by the agreement or any sentencing recommendations, and may impose
any sentence authorized by law, up to the maximum sentence stated above. Because the
court is not bound by the agreement, if the district court chooses not to follow the agreement,
will not have the right to withdraw my guilty plea.
|

understand that

court

is

not

l

plea agreement acceptable to you?

20.

ls this

21.

Has your

22.

Has your

attorney told you that you must accept this plea agreement?
attorney or

YES_ NO
YES_ N0

............................................................

anyone else forced or coerced you

in

..............

any way

into

accepting this plea

agreement? ............................................................................................................... YES_
23.

Have any other promises been made

to

you which have inﬂuenced your decision

...........................................................................................................

Page 3
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to plead

YES_
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24.

Has anyone
If

so,

told

you what your sentence

will

be?

ﬂ

YES_

................................................

what have you been promised?

25.ls this a conditional guilty plea

issues?

in

which you are reserving your

right to

appiafryre-trial

YE

.................................................................................................

NO—

'

'

what issue(s) are you reserving the
must be attached ) ﬁxaé’rPSSW) h
If

so,

right to

m

'onal plea

appeal? (A copy of the written co

[112/]
‘~

26.Have you waived your right to appeal your judgment of conviction as part
agreement? ...........................................................................................

of your plea

YES_ NO_

27.

Have you waived your

right to

appeal your sentence as part of your plea agreement?

...............................................................................................................................

.................

YES__-

NO_

Under what conditions can you appeal your sentence?

28.

that by pleading guilty you will waive (or give up) any defenss, bot
believe you may have'In this case? ...................................

Do you understand
and

legal, that

you

29.Do you understand
rights?

that this includes waiver of

any claimed

factual

violations of your

..................................................................................................................

30.Do you understand that if you enter an unconditional guilty plea in this case you will not be able
to challenge any rulings that came before the guilty plea including: 1) any searches or seizures
rest, and
that occurred in your case, 2) any issues concerning the method or manner of yo
have
to
Ia
made
any issues about any statements you may
3)
‘

POTENTIAL SENTENCE
lam charoed

34.
w

IQg

with he crime(s of

“x

I

Al.

I»

/

’7©$ €33 hm
I

«
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>Vl'he

minimum and

a

r

m

ximum

jail

sentence and ﬁne including a

o n Calon u
‘I’
o

.
'

‘

I

35.

“civil

each crime

penalty” for

is

..

r

In this case the court will impose a “uniﬁed sentence” consisting of a fixed term (or portion) and
an indeterminate term (or portion). If you are required to serve this sentence in the penitentiary
r will be
you will not be eligible for parole until you have served the fixed portion and there
paroled only if the parole board so determines. Do you understand these principle ?

36.Do you understand

that there are other direct

consequences

that arise from

e

i

V.

felony

.5

‘

charge that are explained below.

‘

.......................................................................

38.Do you understand that if you plead guilty and you commit crimes in the future, this conviction
future
would be considered in the future case and could cause a more severe penalty
Y
......................................................................................................
case?
I

NO—

'

ADDITIONAL DIRECT CONSEQUENCES OF A GUILTY PLEA
39.Are you currently on probation or parole? .............................................................
If

so,

do you understand

that a plea of guilty

in

this

x
YE

case could be the basis of a

NO_

V‘

violation of that

(WHICH MEANS THAT ANY SUSPENDED SENTE
IMPOSED AND ANY PAROLE REVOKED)? .............................................

LD BE

probation or parole

40. Are you aware that

if

NO__

you are not a citizen of the United States, the entry of a plea or making of

factual admissions could. (1) result in your deportation or removal from the Uni
preclude you from obtaining legal status in the United States; or (3) prevent

tates; (2)
'

'

United States citizenship?

........................................................................

_

.\
J

41.Does the crime
18-8304)

prosecution

If
If

to

which you

will

plead guilty require you to register as a sex offender?

...............................................................................................

and

investigation?

(|.C.

§

‘

37-2732(k)),

have you and the state agreed upon the amount of this reimbursement?
you have, what is the amount?
so,

Page 5
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44.

Have you agreed
If

45.

so, to

A

to

pay

restitution

as a condition of your plea agreement? ........YES_

whom and how much?

amount

has not been agreed upon, do you understand that
withdraw your guilty plea even if the restitution amount is determined to be
thought it might be or should be? ..............................................................
If

the

@j

ou cannot

of restitution

w

‘

46.

ls

a driver’s license suspension required as a result of a guilty plea

in this

case?

..........................................................................................................

If

47.

Is

so, for

how

there a

long

must your

license

.

YES_

be suspended?

mandatory license suspension

applicable to this case?

YES

................

do you understand that if there is a mandatory license suspension applicable to this case
you cannot under any circumstances have restricted privileges during this period of
suspension? ........................................................................................
If

so,

that

YES_

48.

ls

there a discretionary license

If

so,

LAW)

suspension applicable

to this

case?

.............

do you understand that the decision to grant you restricted driving (IF
privileges is up to the Judge? ..........................................................

YES

ALLOWED BY

YES_ NO_

49. Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which a mandatory domestic violence, substacne‘abuse or

""'
8317) ...................................................................................................

f.

51.Are you pleading guilty to a crime for which the court could impose a ﬁne for a cri
of up to $5,000, payable to the victim of the crime? (|.C. § 19-5307)
...........YES_
'

52.

Do you understand

that

lose your rightto vote
53.

Do you understand
lose your right to

54.

In

if

you plead

Idaho?

(Id.

guilty to

‘

_

Const

art. 6,

§3)

....................................

you plead guilty to a felony during the period of your sef
hold public ofﬁce in Idaho? (Id. Const. art. 6, §3) ...................

Do you understand

that

if

‘

‘

that

if

you plead

a felony, during the period of your
Idaho? (ID. CONST. art 6, § 3) ............

guilty to

lose your right to perform'jury service
55.

a felony, during the period of your s:

in

Do you understand that if you plead guilty to a felony you will lose your ri
possess, or carry ﬁrearms? (l. C. § 18- 310) ...............................................

:rchase

to

ESE?~ Nc1___

RELATIONSHIP WITH YOUR ATTORNEY
"V

56.Have you had sufﬁcient time

to discuss

your case with your attorney?

Page 6
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................

Y
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60.

ls

there anything you have requested your attorney do that has not been

If

YES_

done?

yes, please explain.

61. Your attorney can obtain various items from the prosecutor relating to your case. This

may

include police reports, witness statements, tape recordings, photographs, reports of scientific
'

testing, etc. This is called

attorney during discovery?

.......................................................................

62.Are there any additional items you want to view before entering a
If

so,

63.Do

64.

'

“discovery.” Have you reviewed the evidence pro

guilty plea ......

Y ‘[

YES_

what?

want

you

your

attorney

to

undertake

further

investigation

of

your

.........................................................................................................................

YES

Has your

Y@

attorney properly or adequately investigated your case?

65.Have you

told

...................

your attorney about any witnesses, including any

w

who wou

y.our

No__

innocence? ............................................................................................
L

66.Have you and your attorney discussed any potential motions that you would
case? ...................................................................................................

in

Ii

67.Are there any motions or other requests for
you believe should still be ﬁled in this case?
If

so,

relief (including

motions to suppress or dismis

.................................................

YES_

what motions or requests?

Page 7
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.

ﬂ

69.Are you
If

70.

not,

satisfied with

why you

please state

Has your

attorney

your attorney’s representation?

..........................................

are dissatisﬁed

made any promises

or

@

commitments about what your sentence would

NO_

beg
l

YES_

..............................................................................................................................

V

ENTRY OF PLEA
‘4

71.Are the answers throughout

this

form your own answers?

72.Are you entering your plea freely and voluntarily?
73.

Do you understand

74.Why

..............................

‘

................................................

the consequences of entering a guilty plea?

are you pleading guilty to the charge(s)

5L NO_
Q NO_

in this

case?

\

......................

NO

Y

GWEN

gj‘m
\

\)

75.Are you pleading

guilty just to

79.Are you admitting to

all

get out of jail?

I

YES_ Oﬂ,

........................................................

of the elements of the crime(s) to which

you are

...........................................................................................................

guilty?

pl

O_

Y
‘

80.Are you pleading
indictment?

because you

did

commit the acts alleged

in

the

tion

what you

guilty

did that

because you are entering an Alford Plea? ...................

makes you

guilty of the

charges against you. (NON

ngr) m ’nggmm oi?
?\hrcmwmﬂm (ml; mwwumuﬂd

HMS
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0x

or

NO_

..........................................................................................

81.0r are you pleading
82. Explain

guilty

YES_

N®

ALFORD PLEA)

GWMHM mbﬁww

Defendant’s

Initialﬂg
73

you are entering an Alford Plea, do you understand that the court will consider you
guilty as if you enter a non-Alford Plea? ...............................................................

83.lf

just

as

YES_ NO_

84.Have you had any trouble answering any

of the questions

resolve by discussing the issue(s) with your attorney?
If

85.lf

86.

so,

in this

form which you co

...................................

Id

YES_

O

what?

you were provided with an

interpreter to help

you

ﬁll

out this form, have you had any trouble

understanding your interpreter? .............................................................................

YES_

Do you need any

YES

additional time before

you enter your

guilty plea(s)?

.................

87._Do you understand that if the Court accepts your guilty plea(s) that you may/ﬁoTbe able
to withdraw youriﬂeﬂs) atarlater dgte? ........................................................... Y

INO—

88.ls there any other matter not covered by your answers to the foregoing questions that
your decision to plead guilty that you want to tell the Court about? ..........................

a®

YES_ N

If

so,

what?

89.| hereby enter

QM
\JU

,

\‘

a plea of<1

“PAW

\‘

A

{k

to the

M(‘lgxstmag
/

Charge(s)

of:

RQQQMMI

Jpn

have answered the questions on pages 1-10 of this Guilty Plea Advisory form truthfully,
understand all of the questions and answers herein, have discussed each question and answer with
my attorney, and have completed this form freely and voluntarily WITH A COMPLETE
|

W
W

UNDERSTANDING OF THE CHARGE(S) TO WHICH AM PLEADING GUILTY AND WITH
KNOWLEDGE OF THE POTENTIAL CONSEQUENCES OF THIS PLEA. Furthermore, no one has
forced me or threatened me to plead guilty.
a ed this

Q

clay of

l

20kg

§XMD ,E—WVJYMM/
//

\SFENDANT
l

my

hereby acknowledge that

client.

W

I

have discussed

in detail

the foregoing questions and answers with

DEFENDANT’S ATTORNEY

Page 9

of 10

Defendant’s
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NJ
Z

E

POST PLEA RIGHTS

A

presentence investigation will be ordered by the Court unless both you and the State waive that
The Court may order evaluations as part of this
report and the Court approves that waiver.
investigation

AND THESE REPORTS WILL BE USED TO DETERMINE YOUR SENTENCE. You

have the right to remain silent during all proceedings and interviews from now until
sentencing WHICH INCLUDES THE PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION AND ANY COURT

ORDERED EVALUATIONS.
The information in the presentence interview and any evaluations (which will include any
statements you make in these processes) will be used by the Court in determining your
sentence. In particular if you are ordered to undergo a psychosexual evaluation (which can
include a polygraph examination), a domestic violence evaluation, a substance abuse
evaluation or a mental health examination (which can include a psychological or psychiatric
examination) you will be asked extensive questions and your answers to those questions may
be used against you during sentencing.
x

1.

Have you discussed the

2.

Do you understand

the nature of these rights?

3.

Do you understand

that

4.

Have you waived any

5.

Do you have any

right to

remain

silent with

you may waive these

of these rights

in

your attorney?

.......................

.....................................................

rights?

..........................................

questions concerning either these rights or the waiver of these n

YES_

Have you discussed with your attorney your rights regarding your attorney’s
presence during the presentence investigation or these various evaluations? .....

Do you want

7.

sentence
If

|

|

the court to order any particular evaluations to assist the court

in this

in

yes, which evaluations

e{da‘\‘

YES_

y

and why.

acknowledge the foregoing post plea

WWW
|

Iv

E

determinin

case? ..........................................................................................

acknowledge that

\

your plea agreement? .............................. YESM

............................................................................................................................

6.

Y

rights.

have discussed the post

bTe’a rights listed

above with

my

client.

DATE I}?7/)3

Defendant’s Attorney

Page 1O
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DQSTQEET

mum

Firm Judicial Eistriut

County of

DEE 10

OFFICE 0F THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 126
Twin

Falls,

Mm Falls

=‘~

-

Stain of ldaho

2W

‘

Idaho 83303—0126

(208) 734—1 155

ISB #8711
pubdef@co.twin—falls.id.us

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT 0F THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
* * *

STATE 0F IDAHO,

’1‘

*

)
)

Plaintiff,

CASE N0: CR 42-18-9435

)

V'

AGREEMENT FOR
3

SHELAINA NEIMEYER,

)

CONDITIONAL PLEA
PURSUANT T0

)

Defendant.

)

I.C.R. ll(a)(2)

)

COMES NOW the Defendant,

Shelaina Neimeyer,

by and through her

attorney, Laurel

V. McCord, Deputy Public Defender, and the Twin Falls County Prosecutor by and through Kiel

Willmore, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney, and notiﬁes

this

Honorable Court pursuant

to Idaho

Criminal Rule 11(a)(2) that the prosecuting attorney hereby consents to the entry of a conditional
plea of guilty to the charge of Possession of a Controlled Substance (methamphetamine),

Paraphernalia Possession (misdemeanor), and Possession of Marijuana, with the defendant
reserving the right to appeal the court’s ruling on the Defendant’s

The Prosecution and Defense hereby notify the presiding
agreement in

this case

and request

that the

Motion T0 Suppress.

trial

judge of the above

judge approve of this agreement and accept the

conditional plea of the defendant.

AGREEMENT FOR CONDITIONAL PLEA PURSUANT To I.C.R.

11(A)(2)

-

PAGE

1

0F 2

76

Datedthis loﬁ‘day

Laurel V.

ofﬂmﬂ

,2018

McCord

this

m

day of

EZQQEQKXMQV‘JM

'2

Defen ant

Deputy Public Defender

Dated

Datedthis

ID" day of

bumhw

,

2018

,

2018

v
\\

Kiel

Wi

o

\\

\1

Deputy Prosecuting Attorney

APPROVED:
Dated

this

District

{Oﬁday of

’&=

Judge

AGREEMENT FOR CONDITIONAL PLEA PURSUANT To I.C.R.

11(A)(2) -

PAGE 2 0F 2
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FE”Nf’vTﬁwT
co“ ‘3‘! L-l .Jm m)

IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

DEE 10

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

inﬁht
8mm mm

mm

Case No. CR42-1 8-9435

State of Idaho
Pla'nt'ﬁ’

Order for Pre-Sentence Investigation (PSI)
Report

VS'

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
Defendant.

CHARGES:
Statute I.C.§

Charge Desc

1

|37-2732(c)(1) {F}

Controlled Substance-Possession of

2

l37-2732(C)(3) (M)

3

|37-2734A(1)

Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use

Count

On December 10, 2018, a Pre-sentence Investigation Report was ordered
Thomas J. Ryan to be completed for Court appearance on February 12, 2019 at

D
D
D
D
D
D

All

Behavioral Health Assessments waived by the Court (PSIO1

by the Honorable
1:30 PM,

ROA code)

Mental Health Examination only waived
Waiver under IC 19-2524(2)(e) allowing assessment and treatment services by the same person or
facility

Updated PSI
Request
File

for

copy of PSI from County
of emphasis to Presentence

Review — Area

Investigator:

Other non- § 19-2524 evaluationslexaminations ordered for use with the PSI:

D Sex Offender D Domestic Violence D Other:
DEFENSE COUNSEL:

Laurel Vivian Mccord

pROSECUToR;

Rigby Willmore

Kiel

.

Evaluator:

D No D YES (where?):
THE DEFENDANT NEEDS AN INTERPRETER? D No Ij YES (language?)
THE DEFENDANT

IT IS

Is IN

CUSTODY:

SO ORDERED.

Dated:

”J 10‘ I3

[AM
Thomas

J.

Ryan

OLK J

Judge

ORDER FOR PRE-SENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT

1

78

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

|

District 5

certify that

|

served a copy of the Order for Pre-Sentence Investigation

to:

Probation

dist5gQidOc.idaho.gov

X E-Mail

Grant Loebs
inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us

E E-Mail

Marilyn Paul
tfcpubdef@co.twin—falls.id.us

Dated:

i7“ /(

\K \%

E-Mail

/ [qj/ggli/
Depufy Clér

UL/Jgéq/y

ORDER FOR PRE—SENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORT

2

79

DéQTFEFfET
Fsr'm Jug;

rm?

A

“my ofTwm

A

By

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DIST

IN

l

L

lN

a
,

Mﬂflﬂwcw
.aA

.

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

sis;

i

.11

Dap‘cﬁk

AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

)

Plaintiff,

Case No. CR47~ ‘ IHHZE
0R lbw,»

g

57m

VS

'

g

9mm mm WWW“

ORDER To REPORT

Nmme‘yr

Defendant.

g

g

The above-noted defendant having J/kpled
[

]

been sentenced

IT IS

[

]

been found

guilty

a felony offense,

HEREBY ORDERED:
j/rthe

DEFENDANT SHALL REPORT to the

Idaho Department of Correction,

5 Community Corrections Probation and Parole

District

Twin

for

guilty

Falls, Idaho,

83301 (208) 736-3080,

ext. 10)

Shoup Ave. West,

office (731

as directed by the

court, but

no

later

than 24 hours from the date and time of this Order.
[

[

]

]

the defendant, seeking application

DUI Court,

AM

from the date of
Failure to

[

]

Drug Court

DEFENDANT SHALL REPORT to the

(260 4th Ave. North, Suite B. Twin

hours of 10:00

to:

and 2:00

PM

Falls, Idaho,

[

]

Mental Health Court

Problem Solving Courts

office

83301 (208) 737-6803) between the

as directed by the

court, but

no

later

than 48 hours

this Order.

obey this Court Order is punishable as contempt of court and/or

revocation of bond/release.

DATEDthis

10

day of

December

,2o_l®

mW/JK,
District

Judge

‘

l

ORDER TO REPORT
Hand deliveredzﬂ’befendant

ﬂ

1‘ —1

(gold copy)

April

80

201 8

Electronically Filed
12/15/2018 9:04 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Ben Danielson, Deputy Clerk

PLEA
AND GUILTY PLEA
FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT DRUG
CONTRACT AND
COURT CONTRACT
DRUG COURT
8ADVISORY FORM Oﬂ— ln-l 8jEffective May 1,
(Effective
20171
1, 2017)

WWVQHEE

w

QHES
l,OlS
20‘s - 53qq
_,

into‘ Drug Court
Court herebv
a condition to mv
hereby agree to accept and
my acceptance into

an'd herebv
bv'the”followingyterms
abide by
the foiio\A/ing terms and conditions for
acknowledge that any
anv waiver of
for Drue
Drug Court
Court and
herebyjcknowlegge

constitutional or statutory rights is
is voluntary,
intelligent and was reviewed and
mv
voluntary. knowine.
knowing. and intelligent
mv constitutional
.di'scussed
diiscussed

Drug Court
further understand that before i can be formally
formallv accepted into PruR
attorney. I further
with mv attorney.
I

l

have: (1)
must have:
that I must
offense: (2)
felonv offense:
score; (3)
guiltv to a qualifying felony
(1) entered a plea of guilty
(2) a qualifying LSI score:
(3) a
I

qualifving Substance Abuse Assessment
guaiifvinE
therefore aRree
agree as follows:
foHows:
Assessment. Iltherefore

1.
1.

COOPERATION. 1 shall
LAWS AND COOPERATIONv
shall comply with any lawful
shall respect
all laws and shall
respect and obey all
I

& Parole.
Parole.
request of Drug Court or any law enforcement officer
officer or agent of the Department-of Probation &
Ilwill
will notify
Officer of any law enforcement contact within
notify the Drug Court Coordinator and my Probation Officer
24 hours.
hours.
24

;3 g2

2.
2.
TRANSPORTATION,
for myself
TRANSPORTATION. I understand that
that it
it is
is my responsibility
to provide transportation for
responsibility tp
drug, court.
court. Further I will
treatment; court appearances and any other requirements of drug
to attend treatment;
will not
l

|

if
operate aa motor vehicle without a valid license,
license, registration,
registration, insurance (and
(and interlock device if

applicable
applicable.^^yO
.

3.
3.

of‘my
will reside in
RESIDENCE. I will
Court. Any change of
RESIDENCE.
a location approved by
my residence must
ina
by Drug Court.
I

bevap'proved
in writing by the Drug Court Coordinator and Ilwill
first be
approved in
will notify
notify the Drug Court Coordinator
ofany involuntary move from my residence within 24 hours of that move.
fi‘rst

of any involuntary move from my residence within 24 hours of that move.^"j^^

4.
4.
ASSOCIATIONS.
will not associate
ASSOCIATIONS. I will
associate with anyone who is
is committing a
is on
violation; who is
a law violation;
is a
probation or parole;
with any group or individual
parole; or who is
a convicted felon.
felon. I will
individual
will also
also not associate
associate with
l

I

(including
)drug apd/or
ar d/or alcohol
limited to
to
as ordered
alcohol users
{including but not limited
users and
affiliations) as
ordered by
Couft or
and gang affiliations)
or
by Drug Court
the Drug Court Coordinator.
Coordinator.§
."Qj
5.
ATTENDANCE. Ilshall
in person on the dates
5.
ATTENDANCE.
shall report in
dates and times specified
for all
all court
specified for
court dates;
dates;
treatment
treatment groups;
groups; community support meetings;
meetings; drug or alcohol testing;
testing; and any other dates and times
théy
specified by Drug Court team or the Drug Court Coordinator.
will not leave 'or
or attempt to leave the
Coordinator. Ilwill
’1

in an effort
state or my assigned
district in
state
will be available
assigned district
effort to
for supervision
supervision. Ilwill
available for
to abscond or
or flee
flee supervision.
supervision

instructed by
Drug Court
Court and
and will not
not actively avoid
as instructed
avoid supervision!"'^
supervisiong
by Drug
as

6.
6.

will

actively

Z

F'fth Judicial
TRAVEL.
leave this
TRAVEL. I shall
shall not
not leave
this State
or
first obtaining
obtaining written
without first
District without
State o^e
e Fifth
Judicial District
written
I

I

permission from the
permission
the Drug Court
Coordinator
Court Coordinatort_yyw
7.
7.
EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION.
I shall
fuII-time
shall seek and maintain
EMPLOYMENT/EDUCATION.
maintain gainful,
veriﬁable, full-time
gainful, verifiable,
student'or
employment(if
or participating
as
programs'as
enrolled as
as a
in such programs
fulltime student
applicable), be enrolled
a fulltime
participating in
(if applicable),
I

approved by
the participant
Court. A GED must be obtained,
ifthe
is not a
participant is
obtained, if
a high
high school
schOol graduate,
graduate, before
by Drug Court.

Drug Court Graduation unless an exemption is
Team. A change of
is granted by
Coun Team.
by the Drug Court
employment
written permission
or
uc ion shall
shall not occur without prior
employment or^ducation
the Drug Court
permission of
of the
prior written
Court
'

Coordinator.
Coordinator.

16
16
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Electronically Filed
12/15/2018 9:04 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Ben Danielson, Deputy Clerk

COUNTY

FALLS COUNTY
TWIN FALLS
TWIN
DISTRICT
JUDICIAL DISTRICT
FIFTH JUDICIAL
FIFTH

.

‘

DRUG

REFERRAL
POST—SENTENCE DRUG COURT
COURT REFERRAL
POST-SENTENCE
JUDGE:
JUDGE:

aO
n
R3 C3L

DEFENDANT:
DEFENDANT:

c<.>
Sulacm

VLev'wmu‘e sT'
r
YUi

Q

Twu‘n ^gilLs
COUNTY: TwiV
COUNTY:
(mus

CASE NO.:
N0.:
CASE

g gq 3;

le
OFFENSE: fi> SS^ss;e^ p-f C. c9
(Lug 2

cg 20,5
W\ CC/w Ci

~

-

g

DEFENSE COUNSEL:
COUNSEL:
DEFENSE
OFFENSE:

Pa ssossv’em

0%

C.

S

.

_

sgqq

^ PV
,

IS: □
0.R. RELEASE OR BOND
DEFENDANT IS:
D IN
IN CUSTODYpspN
CUSTODY E\ON O.R.

DATE FOR DRUG COURT APPEARANCE:

Referral Process
Drug Court Referral
Drug
not be made
shall not
1. Except
Except as
as otherwise
otherwise provided,
a Drug Court
Referral by
Counsel shall
Court Referral
1.
provided, a
by Counsel
of
a
plea
new
after
of
admissions
a
charges
on
or
until after entry of a guilty
charges or after entry
entry of admissions on a
guilty plea
or if
if
probation violation
probation
violation (or
the finding
ﬁnding of
a probation
after evidentiary
Violation after
probation violation
hearing) or
of a
evidentiary hearing)
(or the
after retained
retained jurisdiction
as
a
term
after
jurisdiction upon entry
of
the
Order
of
Probation
with
drug
court
as
a
term
drug
with
of
the
Order
of
court
Probation
entry
defendant’s
and condition.
condition. A Referral
and
Referral for
for Drug Court shall
shall be
at the
the time
time the
the defendant's
be made at
until after entry

case is
is set
set for
for Sentencing and/or
to
case
Violation so
Probation Violation
and/or Disposition
Disposition on a
a Probation
so as
as not to

delay
the date
date set
for Sentencing
set for
Sentencing or
Disposition}
or Disposition.'
delay the
“box” on
2. The appropriate
2.
appropriate "box"
information
the referral
and any
on the
referral shall
shall be
be checked,
below, and
checked, below,
any information
requested shall
shall be
be included.
included.
requested
defendant’s sentencing
3. The Drug Court
3.
judge and
Referral shall
Court Referral
shall be
be presented
presented to
to the
the defendant's
sentencing judge
judge’s
judge’s
shall be
shall
filed by
be ﬁled
the judge's clerk.
clerk. The judge's clerk
clerk shall
shall transmit
transmit the
the referral
referral by
email to
to
by the
by email
the drug
drug court
the
court coordinator
coordinator and
and counsel
counsel of
of record.
record.
4. The defendant
4.
defendant shall
shall be
be ordered
ordered to
to appear
appear
after the date of referral.
after
referral.

at
at drug
drug court
at 4:00pm
the first
court the
ﬁrst Wednesday
Wednesday at

' A sentencing
judge may
sentencing judge
initiate a
a Drug
Drug Court
Court Referral
Referral at
the time
at the
time of
probation
of sentencing,
disposition on
on a
a probation
may initiate
sentencing, disposition
'

violation or
violation
judge has
or at
at a
a Rider
Rider Review
Review hearing
hearing where
where the
the sentencing
sentencing judge
with Drug
Drug
probation with
defendant on
has placed
placed a
a defendant
on probation
Court
without prior
Court as
as a
a term
term and
and condition
condition of
of probation
probation without
prior referral
The
referral to
to Drug
determination. The
Drug Court
Court for
for eligibility
eligibility determination.
sentencing judge
sentencing
judge or
or clerk
clerk shall
shall prepare
prepare the
the Drug
Drug Court
Court Referral
Referral Form.
Form.
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BOX

CHECK

BELOW:
APPLICABLE BOX BELOW:
CHECK THE
THE APPLICABLE
The defendant entered a plea of guilty
guilty on

Prosecutor
D Prosecutor
the □
, and the
,

Defendant’s Counsel
Defendant’s Counsel □
□
D Defendant's
D both the
the Prosecutor and Defendant's

has

qualify
defendant does not qualify
the defendant
for Drug Court,
recommendation for
made aa recommendation
however, the
Court, however,
date of
sentencing date
his sentencing
pending his
for
a withheld
judgment. The defendant,
for a
Withheld judgment.
defendant, pending
defendant’s
for Drug Court,
appear for
to appear
Court, pending defendant's
, is
ordered to
is hereby
hereby ordered
all of
shall comply with all
defendant shall
to above.
the date
on the
referred to
above. The defendant
date referred
acceptance on
acceptance
is
signed Drug Court Contract is
the drug
entrance requirements.
requirements. The signed
the
court entrance
drug court
,

hereto.
attached hereto.

The defendant
plea of
of guilty
defendant entered
entered a
a plea
guilty on

Prosecutor
D Prosecutor
and the
the □
, and
,

Defendant’s Counsel has
Defendant’s Counsel □
D Defendant's
D both the Prosecutor and Defendant's
□
a
has made a
Withheld judgment
for a
a withheld
that the
qualiﬁes for
determined that
the defendant
defendant qualifies
determined
judgment and has
for
to appear for
ordered to
recommendation for
defendant has
has been ordered
for Drug Court.
Court. The defendant
referred to
t0 above.
above. The signed
the date
0n the
his acceptance
date referred
pending his
acceptance on
Drug Court,
Court, pending
hereto.
is attached hereto.
Drug Court Contract is

The defendant
defendant on
_The

application
with application
probation with
^was
placed on probation
was placed
defendant’s most recent
recent
as a
a term
term and
to Drug Court
of probation.
probation. The defendant's
to
Court as
and condition
condition of
Evaluation
a Substance
Substance Abuse Evaluation
LSI-R score
score was _.. The defendant
defendant underwent
underwent a
19-2524 and
I Diagnosis
of a
a
Diagnosis of
an Axis
(SAE)
AxisI
given an
and he
pursuant to
to I.C.
he was given
Section 19-2524
LC. Section
(SAE) pursuant
the SAE and Drug Court
of the
Drug/Alcohol Dependence/Addiction.
A copy
Drug/Alcohol
Dependence/Addiction.
copy of
Contract
prior disqualifying
Contract is
attached. The defendant
is attached.
disqualifying
have any
defendant does
does not
not have
any prior
19-5604 (1)
has been
defendant has
offenses as
as defined
deﬁned in
in I.C.
or (2).
offenses
Section 19-5604
LC. Section
(2). The defendant
(1) or
to
referred to
date referred
ordered to
the date
to appear
appear for
ordered
his acceptance
acceptance on the
for Drug Court,
pending his
Court, pending

above.
above.
Disposition
for Disposition
The defendant
defendant has
is scheduled
has violated
and is
violated his/her
scheduled for
his/her probation
probation and

Defendant’s Counsel
both
D both
on
. The □
Counsel □
D Prosecutor
D Defendant's
Prosecutor □
the.
Defendant’s Counsel
the defendant
defendant
the Prosecutor
Prosecutor and
and Defendant's
to have
have the
are seeking
seeking to
Counsel are
time of
of
admitted to
to Drug Court
at the
the time
admitted
term and
condition of
as a
of probation
probation at
Court as
and condition
a term
defendant’s most
Disposition. The defendant's
defendant
Disposition.
recent LSI-R score
most recent
score was _.. The defendant
19-2524
underwent a
a Substance
underwent
Abuse Evaluation
Section 19-2524
Substance Abuse
to I.C.
pursuant to
Evaluation (SAE)
I.C. Section
(SAE) pursuant
he was given
and he
Axis I
given an
Dependence/Addiction.
an Axis
I Diagnosis
a Drug/Alcohol
Diagnosis of
of a
Drug/Alcohol Dependence/Addiction.
A copy
of the
the SAE and Drug Court
does
defendant does
attached. The defendant
Court Contract
Contract is
is attached.
copy of
.
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‘

not have any
or
prior disqualifying
in I.C.
LC. Section 19-5604 (1)
offenses as
deﬁned in
as defined
disqualifying offenses
any prior
(1) or
(2).
(2).
his/her
The defendant has completed a retained
jurisdiction program and his/her
retained jurisdiction
__The
sentencing judge has made participation
if he/she qualifies,
participation in
in Drug Court,
qualiﬁes, a term
Court, if
and condition of
probation. The defendant has a prior
and has a
prior LSI-R score of
ofprobation.
prior diagnosis of Drug/Alcohol Dependence/Addiction.
Dependence/Addiction. The defendant does not
have any prior disqualifying
in I.C.
as defined
deﬁned in
I.C. Section 19-5604 (1)
disqualifying offenses as
(2).
(1) or (2).
The defendant does not have any
in I.C.
I.C.
deﬁned in
prior disqualifying
as defined
disqualifying offenses as
any prior
Section 19-5604 (1)
for Drug
or (2).
to appear for
(2). The defendant has been ordered to
(1) or
Court,
his acceptance on the
the date
date referred
referred to
to above.
above. The signed Drug
Court, pending his

_

Court
Court Contract
Contract is
is attached hereto.
hereto.

Defendant’s Counsel □
D
The defendant and the □
Defendant's
D Court,
D Prosecutor
Prosecutor
Court, □
Defendant’s Counsel
both
both the
the Court,
defendant
the defendant
Prosecutor and
and Defendant's
to have the
Counsel want to
Court, Prosecutor

g

be
evaluated by
the Drug Court
evaluated
defendant would be
whether the
the defendant
as to
to whether
Court team as
by the
appropriate for
the
for Drug Court
appropriate
Court as
alternative to
prison. The recommendation of the
as an
an alternative
to prison.
Drug Court
time of
of the
the
the time
at the
Court team will
counsel at
will be
the court
court and
and counsel
considered by
be considered
by the
defendant’s sentencing/disposition.
prior
sentencing/disposition. The defendant
defendant's
defendant does
does not
not have any
any prior
19-5604 (1)
disqualifying
in I.C.
offenses as
deﬁned in
as defined
or (2).
Section 19-5604
disqualifying offenses
I.C. Section
(2).
(1) or

Please Email
Email this
this form to:
to:
israel.enriquez@co.twin-falls.id.us
israel.enriquez@co.twin-falls.id.us
Israel Enriquez
Israel
Enriquez
Drug Court
Court Coordinator
Coordinator
Twin Falls,
Idaho 83301
83301
Falls, Idaho
260 4th Ave N.
B
N. Suite B

1-208-735-4360
Fax#
Fax# 1-208-735-4360

1-208-736-4122
Office#
Ofﬁce # 1-208-736-4122

Adopted- 1/2/2015
1/2/201 5
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person,
SEIZURE. I agree and consent to the search and/or seizure of my person,
8.
8.
SEARCH AND SEIZURE.
'any law
place, by any
at any time,
real property,
time, and at any place,
automobile,
residence, real
property, and any
automobile, residence,
property, at
any other property,
voluntarily
or probation officer
ofﬁcer and hereby knowingly,
knowingly, _intelligently
ofﬁcer, or
enforcement officer,
intelligently and voluntarily
ofﬁcer, peace officer,
searches.
rights under the Fourth Amendment
Amendment and the Idaho constitution concerning searches.
waive my rights
in my possession or control
WEAPONS/CONTR'ABAND. I shall
shall not purchase,
9.
WEAPONS/CONTRABAND.
9.
purchase, carry,
carry, own or have In
r'eside at
at any
not reside
ammunition, explosives,
explosives, archery equipment,
type. I will
equipment, or weapons of any type.
any firearm,
will not
firearm, ammunition,
I

I

I

contro'l any law enforcement or surveillance
present. Ilwill
location where firearms are present.
will not possess or control
orlsu‘r/v\e3lance

g

equipm‘ent, including
handcuffs/keys. o
sufveillance or handcuffs/keys,
limited to,
equipment.
Including but not limited
scanners, video surveillance
to, scanners,

shall not purchase,
purchase, possess,
SUBSTANCES/ALCOHOL. I shall
10.
10.
CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES/ALCOHOL.
possess, or consume any ethyl
valid prescription,
a valid
prescription, drug
without
designer'synthetic
drugs
illegal drugs,
alcohol,
drugs, designer synthetic drugs,
drugs, prescription drugs without a
alcohol, illegal
D'rug Court Coordinator any
paraphernalia or mood altering
shall provide to the Drug
substances. IIshall
altering chemicals or substances.
l

prescribed. I
shall only
a licensed physician
drug prescriptions prescribed by
physician and shall
onIy take such medications as prescribed.
by a
illegal drugs
to inform my treating physician
physician that I am dependent or addicted to narcotics and /or illegal
agree to
non-n'arcotic
if medically
meditations
medically
request that
d wi
that my physician
prescribe to
to me non-narcotic medications if
alcohol
and/or
will request
physician prescribe
and/or alcohol^d
I

I

$3

reasonable.
reasonable.

‘

1‘1.
in all
all required drug and /or
TESTING. I agree to attend and participate in
/or alcohol testing as
11.
TESTING.
insufﬁcient or diluted that my
if my test sample is
is insufficient
Staff. I understand that if
.the Drug Court Staff.
directed
directed by
by the
|

l

has been
adultera t has
indicate an adulterant
a positive
If the results
test indicate
positive test.
results of the test
test
test sample may be deemed a
test. If
positive. __w
have been positive."^21^
the results,
to have
that test
results, that
interfere with
used
with the
will be
used to
to interfere
test will
be deemed to

FEES. IIshall
DRUG COURT FEES.
shall pay
all Drug Court Fees as directed by the Drug Court Judge
pay any and all

12.
12.

a|| Drug
is conditioned on the payment of all
from Drug Court is
CoOrdinator. I understand that Graduation from
or Coordinator.
from
In
costs.
Court fees,
costs
and
restitution
and
any
other
fines,
fees
and
costs.
In
the
event
of
my
termination
from
fines,
fees,
awa’rded'as
Drug Court I understand that any fees or costs owing to Drug Court can be awarded
as restitution at the
sentencing. _8_
time of my sentencing.
l

I

TERMINATION. I agree and understand that should the Drug Court Staff
13.
13.
DRUG COURT TERMINATION.
from Drug Court that any proceedings for termination
determine that grounds exist for my termination from
|

if any,
Sentencing proceedings,
proceedings, if
from Drug Court and sentencing
from
will be conducted by the Drug Court Judge and that
any, will
Court. Unless I waive my right
from Drug Court.
I have aa right
right to a
a hearing on whether I should be terminated from
l

l

I

for termination by a preponderance
a hearing,
to
to a
hearing, the State would have the burden to prove the grounds for
testify against me;
me;
of the evidence;
evidence; that I have a right to confront and cross examine those who would testify
call
SeIf-incrimination; that I have the right to put on a defense and to call
that I have the right against self-incrimination;
from
iflI am terminated from
witnesses on my behalf;
a right
right to
counsel. I understand that if
witnesses
behalf; and that I have a
to counsel.
|

a_

I

I

I

|

sentencing \
disposition or senter^ng
probation disposition
revoked and
drug
would be
drug court
court that
that my
probation would
be revoked
and that
that any
any probation
my probation
_or

original judge:
judge or
or my original
court judge
drug court
option would
proceeding
would be
iudee7]Si
be conducted
the drug
conducted by
proceeding at
at my
by the
my option
33 5)

PROGRAM. I have fully
UNDERSTANDING OF THE DRUG COURT PROGRAM.
and
attorneyﬁand
fully reviewed with my attorney

14.
14.

I

fo’r Drug Court
Cour’t and I have a
full and
a full
the Drug Court Coordinator the terms,
terms, conditions and requirements for

th'e

I

'terms, conditions and requirements for
for my participation and
complete understanding of such terms,
Cour't. Ilfurther
iflI breach any
completion of Drug Court.
further understand that
from Drug Court if
that I could be expelled from
express term or condition of this
in
the
opinion
of
the
Drug
Court
staff
I
am
not
this contract or if
in
if
or if
iflI am not
not doing
doing
treatment phases or
progressing tf^ocigh
satisfactorily
th o gh the
program and treatment
the drug
drug court
court program
satisfactorily progressing
|

I

meﬂ

of mer^V J
what Is expected
expected of

what

is

17
17
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if I should receive new criminal charges
VIOLATIONS. I understand that if
NEW CHARGES OR LAW VIOLATIONS.

15.
15.

I

|

m accepiancejnto
in Drug Court for
for an offense that occurred before or after rrw
participation In
during my participation
acﬁancejnto
Court.
in my termination
from Drug Courti^rv-/
termination from
result in
an occurrence
occurrence could
could result
such an
that such
Drug
Drug Court
Court that
'

fines,
RESTITUTION. I understand that the payment that the payment of any fines,
16.
16.
FINES,
FINES, COSTS &
& RESTITUTION.
in any other pending matter in
in addition to any fees or costs due and owing to
fees,
fees, costs and restitution in
I

DrugCourt
as the Drug
Court as
from Drug Court
con
n to graduation from
Drug Court may be required to be paid as aa condition
Court
it'

in his
his sole
sole discretion.
discretion.^
determine in
Judge
Judge may determine
E! VJ
J
E

deal, including
all times remain truthful with everyone with whom I deal,
shall at all
TRUTHFULNESS; I shall
TRUTHFULNESS^

17.
17.

|

l

Coordinator, Drug Court staff and my treatment
but not limited to the Drug Court Judge,
Judge, the Drug Court Coordinator,
actions
conduct or actions
or minimize my statements,
statements, conduct
tell any lie,
shall not cheat,
provider and
cheat, tell
lie, or exaggerate or
and I shall
an‘d
a key
is honesty,
recov
in anyway.
honesty, responsibility and
in
is
key component of my r^pve^y
anyway. I understand that a
for my conduct,
accountability
conduct, behavior and actions./
accountability for
actions:
|

l

3;

18.
18.

CU EW. I agree to comply with and obey any curfew that may be imposed by the Drug Court
CURFEW.
l

Stafff^/O
Sta

19.
19.

.

T0 EX PARTE COMMUNICATION.
COMMUNICATION.
CLIENT CONSENT TO

in the Fifth Judicial
As aa participant in

is
circumstances, an attorney for the State is
District Drug Court,
District
Court, I have been informed that under ordinary circumstances,
no't permitted to communicate with me directly
not
without the consent of my
directly about the subject of my case without
I

informed that
4.2 (2004).
from aa court.
PROF. CONDUCT 4.2
court. IDAHO R.
R. PROF.
lawyer or an order from
(2004). I have also been Informed
else’s, is
is not permitted to communicate with a judge without
an attorney,
without the other
attorney, mine or anyone else's,
PROF. CONDUCT 3.5
R. PROF.
communication.) IDAHO R.
present; (This
is referred to
to as exports
ex parte communication.)
lawyer being
(This is
being present
Judicia‘l'
District Drug Court and the Drug Court
Fifth Judicial District
(2004).
However, because of the nature of the Fifth
(2004). However,
Team’s frequent need to make decisions regarding my treatment or rehabilitation,
rehabilitation, I consent to and
Team's
State’s attorneys to communicate with me without
authorize the State's
without my lawyer being present during my
autho‘rize my lawyer,
Judicial District
Fifth Judicial
Court. I also consent to
.to and authorize
Distritt Drug Court.
in The Fifth
lawyer, and any
participation
participation in
in the Fifth Judicial
regarding-my
unicate ex parts
to c
parte with
opposing lawyer,
with the judge regarding
my participation in
lawyer, topomrftunicate
|

|

|

Courtgm
District Drug
Drug Court^*
District
GRADUATION. I understand that by
20.
20.
GRADUATION.
guilty to the charged offense as a condition for the
by pleading guilty
criteria or a
iflI meet the statutory criteria
a
admission to
will be granted aa withheld judgment if
Court, that I will
to Drug Court,
judgment of conviction with aa suspended sentence and that I will
will be placed on probation with the
probation. Ilfurther
successful
further understand that
succeszul completion of drug court as a term and condition of probation.
from Drug Court,
upon my successful completion and graduation from
will be supervised by Probation and
Court, I will
six months of supervision by Probation and
after six
Parole for aa period of time after graduation and that after
it soleiy
solely a matter of
from probation and that it
Parole that I may apply to the Court for early
early discharge from
if I am
courtto
discharge. IIfurther
discretion of the court
to grant or deny aa motion for early
further understand that if
early discharge.
post—sente‘nce basis
from Drug Court and upon
to Drug Court on a
a post-sentence
basis that upon my graduation from
admitted to
‘elony
in
conviction would be determined in
my discharge
conviction
relief from my<^lony
that any
discharge from probation that
any relief
my
I

l

|

l

I

I

LC. §
accordance with the provisions of I.C.
19-2604
§‘19—26OA§

18
18
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of the Public
Public
appointment of
accept the appointment
REPRESENTATION. My attorney and 1 recognize and accept
21.
21.
REPRESENTATION.
In the event that I am
Program. in
in the Drug Court Program,
participation in
Defender
as my counsel during my participation
Defender as
above, that the
in paragraph 13,
13, above,
program, as set forth in
subject
subject to
to be terminated from the Drug Court program>
l

|

Original attorney will
shall cease and my original
appointment of the Public Defender shall
will be reappointed by the
con’duc‘t the termination
as sentencing or disposition upon my
termina io proceeding as
as well
court to handle and conduct
well as

Court. 2 E _5
termination from Drug Court.^!^/^^
fOrmal termination
formal
l

22.
22.

meaningfully participate in and successfully
PLAN. I shall
shall rheanlngfully
EVALUATION AND PROGRAM PLAN.
I

drug
as directed
directed by the drug
beneficial and as
treatme t, counseling or other programs deemed beneficial
complete any
any treatmeat,

court
court program^^J_^
programgbj
all
me. At all
imposed upon me.
RULES. i understand that other requirements may be irriposed
23.
ADDITIONAL RULES,
23.
additiOnal rules will
times,
will be imposed only after considering the successful supervision of the
times, these additional
in
to him/her in
and/or provided to
participant and/of
to the
the participant
be‘explained
rules
additional rules will
All additional
participant. All
participant.
will be
explained to
Service,
Orders, Community Service,
writing.
writing. Additional rules niay
may include but are not limited to No Contact Orders,
is
In the event a drug court participant is
etc. In
Agreements, Jail,
Jail, etc.
Reports, Payment Agreements,
Work Detail,
Detail, Written Reports,
l

the
inform the
shall inform
participant shall
in the program,
program, the drug court participant
required
while in
to undergo medical procedure while
required to
be
he/sheshould
that he/she
physician that
treating physician
advise his/her
shall advise
his/her treating
participant shall
Coordinator. The participant
Drug Court Coordinator.
should be
In the event of elective
circumstances. In
medically reasonable under the circumstances.
prescribed
prescribed non-narcotic drugs if medically
if

court
delayed' until after completion of the drug court
medical procedures,
procedures, these procedures should be delayed
Drug
the
Court
physician’s
note
to
The'participant
shall provide a physician's note to the Drug Court
reasonable. The
program if
participant shall
if medically reasonable.
'the medical
medical' procedure may not be delayed.
In the event that the medical
delayed. In
Coordinator as
to why the
as to
in
a drug court participant does not allow the participant to participate meaningfully in
condition of a
condition
be
court team,
of the drug court
team, be
the
rtI ipant may,
program, the^rtitipant
pr the drug court program,
treatment or
may, in the discretion of

program.
the drug
drug court
court program5^21_~
from the
removed
removed from
‘

these
me, the above agreement.
1 have read,
agreement. 1 understand and accept these
read, or have had them read to me,
to do
do
failure
that
c‘onditions of supervision.
supervision. I agree to abide by
conditions
by and conform to them and understand that my failure to
Program.
Court Program.
from the Drug Court
in my termination from
result in
so may result
l

I

I

amcipant Signature

\ﬁ' \2~
l^UL
Date

l8:

Defendant's Attorney Signature

a'/i2l\%
WWW
Date

19
19
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

AND FOR THE

COUW WTWINPgAEEé g
w
Ctiﬁ‘ﬁ

CRNM

Case No. CR42-18-9435

State of Idaho
Plaintiff,

Notice of Drug Court

vs.

ae'mv

Eligibility

Shelalna Danyell Nelmeyer

Event Code:

NDCE

Defendant.

The Defendant was

referred to Drug Court for

eligibility

determination pending her

sentencing/disposition.

The Drug Court team has determined
for

Drug Court and that the Defendant

that her sentencing judge

is

is

that the

hereby

Defendant meets the

eligible for

of the opinion (1) that the

supervision; (2) that her sentence

is

is

requirements

acceptance to Drug Court provided

Defendant

suspended and she

eligibility

is

appropriate for community

placed on probation with successful

completion of Drug Court as a term and condition of probation.

If

the Defendant

is

placed on probation with Drug Court as a term and condition of

appear for Drug Court on February

probation, the Defendant should

be ordered

after her disposition/sentencing.

The Defendant should

the Drug Court Coordinator at 260

IT IS

SO ORDERED.

Date:

J&WW'K

4‘“

12, 2019,

also be ordered to immediately report to

f

Avenue

IS. ZOlgl

d"

to

North, Suite B,

Twin

Falls, Idaho.

VEric J. Wi man
Judge

NOTICE OF DRUG COURT ELIGIBILITY
D-CR (DC16)

1

88

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

|

certify that

on

this

date

l

served a copy of the attached

to:

State’s Attorney

Inbox.pros@co.twm-falls.ld.us
[X]

By a_ma"

[X]

By e-mail

[X]

By e-mail

[x]

By e-mai|
By a_ma"

Defense Attorney
tfc

ubdef

Probation
Dist5

co.twin-falls.id.us

&

Parole

idoc.idaho.

Israel Enriquez,

ov

Drug Court Coordinator

Israel.enriguez@co.twin-falls.id.us

edelarosa@co.twin-falls.id.us

Dated:Janua

16 2019

[x]

By;

Tamra/Halértead/
Deputy Clerk

NOTICE OF DRUG COURT ELIGIBILITY
D-CR (0016)

89

Filed: 01/23/2019 11:22:15
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Yocham, Teresa

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

State of Idaho

Case No. CR42-18-9435

Plaintiff,
vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Order to Stop or Modify Problem Solving Court
Fees

Defendant.
The Defendant’s problem solving court fees are:
Modified to add $35.90. Defendant denied use of Alcohol on her UA dated 1/3/19
and asked for the UA to be sent to the lab for confirmation. Cost of request is $35.90
Date:

Signed: 1/22/2019 08:25 AM

Eric Wildman
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I certify that on this date I served a copy of the attached to:
State’s Attorney
☒ By e-mail
Kiel Willmore
inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us
Defense Attorney
Laurel McCord
tfcpubdef@co.twin-falls.id.us

☒ By e-mail

Probation & Parole
dist5@idoc.idaho.gov

☒ By e-mail

Problem Solving Court Coordinator
edelarosa@co.twin-falls.id.us
israel.enriquez@co.twin-falls.id.us

☒ By e-mail
Signed: 1/23/2019 11:22 AM

________________________________
Deputy Clerk

Order to Stop or Modify Problem Solving Court Fees (D52) (June 12, 2017)

1

90
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRVéﬁ'whi-Fca “AAHQ
m
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
IN

W

m9FEB
Case No. CR42-1 8-9435

State of Idaho
Plaintiff,

vs.
I

D DEFENDANT

Shelalna Danyell Neimeyer

JUDGE:
CLERK:

$3

Jacquelyne Petersen

REPORTER:

W

Februag

DATE:

NWMM

CUSTODY

12,

COUNTER:

M]EWM:

Revo Text

IN

I

COURTROOM:

m2

59

5&ka?!“
Mihm“

‘

Defendant.

l2

d’po

2019

Event Code: CMIN

mg.”

TIME: _1 :30

PM

37"

Courtroom 2

l

SENTENCING MINUTES
Count #

1

|37-2732(c)(1) {F}

Controlled Substance-Possession of

Count #

2

|37-2732(C)(3) (M)

Possess Prescription Drugs without a Prescription

Count #

3

|37-2734A(1)

Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With

Intent to

Use

APP ARANCES:
D

counse'i

SENTENCE:

[
[

Laurel Vivian

[

Kiel

Rigby Willmore

Other:

ﬂnsel

Court and Counsel reviewed the PSI [
gave r ommendations to the Court
omments from Defendant
spoke on behalf of defendant/victim [
Indeterminate
Determinate
eitentiary
3
Consecutive
redit for
ﬁn 15o $31 1
days
[ [Concurrent
[
]
365 days Retained Jurisdiction
]
]Withheld Judgment

]

Public Defender

[ﬂestitution
[

D

McCord

[

FINESIFEESICOSTS:
[

EP/rosecutor:

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

fendant:

9’6;

Méourt Costs

[

]

Fine

Fees

4 (Lké. £3

Payments to begin
]Tax Refunds to the Court

]

PROBATION:

robation

[,

]_
]_

[

[

Time

]

Suspended

]Court Compliance Fees
plan set up through P & P
[
] Payment
Final payment due
per month
]
[

L_cla

gV

[

]

or

until all

balances are paid

[

—

tandard Conditions of Probation

[

days county
[
_L%_Lﬁdays creditfor county jail [ ]Work Release, if approved
eview Hearing on
ty jail held in abeyance until
Hair Follicle tests pre year/at PO’s Discretion
Random UAs per week/at PO' s Discretion [
Obtain a Sponsor by
days/at PO’s Discretion
]______ AA/NA Meetings in
Follow Rec. of Mental Health Eval
Follow Rec. of Sub Abuse Assessment
Follow Rec in PSI/APSI
[
]
[
Report to 12 step Meeting/Aftercare within 24 hours
]Obtain all treatment pursuant to C. 19-2524
[
No Assn w/ persons noted by P&P or with anyone if you don' t know their last name. [ ] Provide a No Contact List
]
Create a Budget [ ] No checking account unless approved [ ] No debt of $250. 00 or more unless approved
Apologize to Victim by
]GED to be completed by
[
l
privileges
suspended
Driving
years
years ABSOLUTE [ ] Interlock device until
l
[
]
00
hrs Community Service within
hrs to be served on County Work Detail
days;
DNA Sample ]Thumbprint Cost:
]
Search [ ] Comply with all court orders [ Live at
]J
Order to Report given to Defendant
]Transfer of Probation approved to
Do not enter the U.S. lllegally/ Enroll with Probation and Parole within
days of returning to the U.S.
]

[

]Waiver of Fourth Amendment Rights

OtherTerms: [
days cou
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[
[

[
[
[
[

_

]

il

]_

]

I.

]

]

[

]

or within

hours to the State of Idaho

M
ﬂmbﬁ
WW»

Other:?M/vao/p

J_LAM

SENTENCING MINUTES

[

]

Right to Appeal

Waived due

lhou

t/b’Li 3

to

Plea Agreement

W_U\PWW
[

]

Right to Appeal Given

devt-tQO/ijays

WHA
91

M—CR(MISC54)
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THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT

IN

OF THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN

56

AND FOR THE COUNTY Owlfégﬁs“
'

STATE 0F IDAHO,

)

)

Plaintiff,

Case No.

)

""""“

IWUTY

cpl r. €37 7
CR 5;;- 16 ?555
'

)

WW7“ W
vs.

.

_

I

Defendant.

)

)
)
)

The above—noted defendant having
[A’geen sentenced
IT IS

pled guilty

[

]

been found

guilty

for a felony offense,

]

the

DEFENDANT SHALL REPORT to the

Falls, Idaho,

8330u208) 736-3080,

than 24 hours from the date and time of
[

]

]

Idaho Department of Correction,

5 Community Corrections Probation and Parole office (731 Shoup Ave. West,

District

[

[

HEREBY ORDERED:
[

Twin

ORDER To REPORT

)

]

ext. 10)

this

the defendant, seeking application

(260 4th Ave. North, Suite B, Twin

hours of 10:00

AM

from the date of

obey

and 2:00

PM

court, but

no

later

Order.
to:

[

]

Drug Court

DEFENDANT SHALL REPORT to the

DUI Court,

Failure to

as directed by the

Falls, Idaho,

[

]

Mental Health Court

Problem Solving Courts

office

83301 (208) 737-6803) between the

as directed by the court, but no

later

than 48 hours

this Order.

this

Court Order is punishable as contempt of court and/or

revocation of bond/release.

DATEDthis [7/

dayof

Fob

mm
District

ORDER TO R
Hand

delivered:

.20

/7

Hg,
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Filed: 02/13/2019 14:27:44
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Petersen, Jacquelyne

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
STATE OF IDAHO

Case No. CR42-18-9435
Judgment of Conviction,
Order of Probation

Plaintiff,
vs.
SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,
Defendant.

Defendant, Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer, personally appeared for sentencing on 2/12/2019,
represented by Laurel McCord. The State of Idaho was represented by Kiel Willmore. District
Judge Thomas J. Ryan presided. Defendant was duly informed of the Information filed against
her, and the court earlier accepted a guilty plea and ordered the same entered for the crime(s)
of:
Charge
1
2
3

Statute

Description

I37-2732(c)(1) {F}
I37-2732(C)(3) (M)
I37-2734A(1)

Controlled Substance-Possession of
Controlled Substance-Possession of
Drug Paraphernalia-Use or Possess With Intent to Use
JUDGMENT IS ENTERED

JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION. Defendant is sentenced pursuant to I.C. §19-2513 to the
custody of the state board of correction to be confined for a period of time as follows:
Count 1: For the crime of Possession of a Controlled Substance (Methamphetamine) a
minimum fixed and determinate period of custody of 3 years followed by an indeterminate
period of custody of up to 3 years for a total unified sentence not to exceed 6 years.
Count 2: For the crime of Possession of a Controlled Substance (Marijuana) 18 days in
the county jail with credit for time served.
Count 3: For the crime of Possession of Drug Paraphernalia With Intent to Use 18 days
in the county jail with credit for time served.
Concurrent/Consecutive Sentence: The sentences in all counts shall run concurrent
with each other. The sentence in this case shall run concurrent with the sentence imposed
in Twin Falls County Case No. CR-2015-5399.
Suspended Sentence: The Court suspends execution of the sentence to the state board
of correction pursuant to I.C. §19-2601(2) and places the Defendant on supervised
probation with the state board of correction. (I.C. §§ 19-2601(5), 20-219) for a period of 4
years commencing on 2/12/2019 upon the following terms and conditions of probation:
1
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Standard General Conditions: Defendant shall enter into and comply with an
agreement of supervision with the board of correction. Defendant was provided a copy of
that agreement at sentencing. Failure to comply with the conditions of that agreement is a
violation of defendant’s probation. Defendant shall comply with that agreement effective
the date of sentencing.
Special Conditions of Probation:
The Defendant shall successfully complete the Twin Falls County Drug Court
program.
The Defendant shall complete 100 hours of community service to the satisfaction of
the Defendant’s probation officer.
FINES, FEES, COSTS AND RESTITUTION
Defendant is HEREBY ORDERED and shall pay:
Total Court Costs: $680.50.
Amounts due for fine and costs shall constitute a lien in like manner as a judgment for money in a
civil action. I.C. §§ 19-2518, 19-2702.
Reimbursement to Law Enforcement: The Court orders Defendant to reimburse law
enforcement agencies in the sum of $1,266.83. I.C. §§ 37-2732(k), 18-8003(2). This sum is
payable to the Clerk of the District Court to be disbursed according to the Order of Restitution to be
filed in this case.
Public Defender reimbursement: $350.00
CREDIT FOR TIME SERVED
The defendant is given credit for time previously served on this case in the amount of 18 days
to the date of this judgment. I.C. § 18-309.
ORDER FOR DNA SAMPLE AND THUMBPRINT IMPRESSIONS I.C. §19-5507(2)
The pre-sentence report indicates this has previously been done.
RIGHT TO APPEAL/LEAVE TO APPEAL IN FORMA PAUPERIS
The Right: The Court advises the defendant of the Defendant’s right to appeal this judgment
within forty two (42) days of the date it is file stamped by the clerk of the court. I.A.R. 14 (a).
In forma Pauperis: The Court further advises the defendant of the right of a person who is unable
to pay the costs of an appeal to apply for leave to appeal in forma pauperis, meaning the right as
an indigent to proceed without liability for court costs and fees and the right to be represented by a
court appointed attorney at no cost to the defendant. I.C.R. 33(a)(3). I.C. § 19-852(a)(1) and (b)(2).
ENTRY OF JUDGMENT - RECORD BY CLERK
The Court orders the Judgment and record be entered upon the minutes and that the record be
assembled, prepared and filed by the Clerk of the Court in accordance with I.C. § 19-2519.
2
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ORDER ON PRESENTENCE INVESTIGATION REPORTS
The parties are hereby ordered to return their respective copies of the presentence
investigative reports to the deputy clerk of the court. Use of said report shall thereafter be governed
by I.C.R. 32(h).

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Signed: 2/13/2019 10:55 AM

Dated: _____________________
Thomas J. Ryan
District Judge

3
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ACCEPTANCE OF PROBATION
State of Idaho,
County of Twin Falls

)
) ss.
)

I, Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer, being first duly sworn on oath, deposes and states that I have
received a copy of this JUDGMENT OF CONVICTION UPON A PLEA OF GUILTY TO
ONE FELONY COUNT, SUSPENDING SENTENCE AND ORDER PLACING
DEFENDANT ON PROBATION, I.C. § 19-2601(2) and (5); that I understand the terms of
that probation; and that I agree to abide by the conditions outlined in this order. I further certify
that I have read and understand each term of probation.

______________________________
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

______________________________
Witnessing Probation Officer

4
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I,
, do hereby certify that a true and correct copy of the foregoing document
was sent to the following parties by the service indicated:
Kiel Willmore
Twin Falls County Prosecutor

Emailed to:
Inbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us

Laurel McCord
Defense Counsel

Emailed to:
tfcpubdef@co.twin-falls.id.us

Twin Falls County Sheriff

Emailed to:
jailstaff@co.twin-falls.id.us
dihall@co.twin-falls.id.us

Fifth District Probation & Parole

Emailed to:
Dist5@idoc.idaho.gov

Idaho Department of Corrections
Central Records

Emailed to:
ccdsentencingteam@idoc.idaho.gov
centralrecords@idoc.idaho.gov

Kristina Glascock
Clerk of the District Court
Signed: 2/13/2019 02:27 PM

__________________________
Deputy Clerk
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idaho Department of Correction
Agreement of Supervision
aﬂJ-{i- (5‘

Laws and Conduct:

1.

wit!

{will

obey

co‘oper-ate with the requests of

being truthful.

If

am

E

all

municipal. county, state

my probation/paroie

detained by law enforcement,

name of my

felony supervision, and the

?%35
and federai

laws.

I

ofﬁcer. Cooperation inctudes

iwili tell

the ofﬁceﬁs) that

probation/parole ofﬁcer.

will notify

I

E

am

on

my

probationlparole ofﬁcer of any such contact within 24 hours.
Reg’ort'ing

wili

I

:

report as directed by

my probationlparole officer.

Residence: wiil reside in a location approved by my probation/parole officer.
from
win not change my approved piace of residence without ﬁrSt obtaining permission

I

i

3.

ofﬁcer.

my probationlparole

4&1 Firearms and Weagons:

[will

not purchase, carry, possess, or have control of

any ﬁreaims, chemical weapons, eiectronic weapons, explosives, or other weapons.
Any weapons or ﬁrearms seized may be forfeited ,to the Idaho Department of Correction
present.
(IDOC) for disposal. wit! not reside at any location where ﬁrearms are
3'

sayseamh:

l

consent to the search of

and other

property,

residence vehicle persona!

my person

real property or structures

owned

or leased by

me

or for which

I

am

iDO‘C or a law enforcement ofﬁcer
the controliing authority conducted by any agent of
hereby waive my rights under the Fourth Amendment and the Idaho constitution

E

concerning searches.
'

seek and maintain zempioyment’, or a-program, to include a
parent, approved by my probati‘onlparoke ofﬁcer, and wili not change

mglogment:

6.

stay at

home

employment

or

I

wilt

program withoutﬁrst obtaining gaemission from

zﬂAssociations:

i

wiil

person(s) prohibited by any

B&Travel:

I

will

Aicohoiz

I

lDOC

in

wii§

ofﬁcer.

the presence of or communicate with

agent.

not leave the-State of Idaho or the assigned

obtaining permission from

9W

not knowingly be

my supervision

my probation/parole

district

without ﬁrst

officer.

not purchase possess or

beverages in any
a primary source of Income and

consume

alcoholic

not enter any establishment where alcohol is
source of mccma unless
wit! not work Tm an establishment where atcohoi Is the primary
otherwise ordered by the Courthommission or my probation/paroie ofﬁcer

form,

10

wil!

montroﬂed Substances.

substances anfuily prescribed

for

I

wii!

consume controiled
manner prescribed Nor will

oniy purchase possess or

me, and then onty

1n

ihe
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i

use or possess any substance

my probationlparole ofﬁcer forbids me from

using or

possessing.

11wubstance Abuse Testing:

l

will

submit to any test

for alcohoi or controiied

substances as requested and directed by any IDOC agent or other iaw enforcement
provide a sample, wilt be deemed a
officer. A dilute or adulterated sampie, or a failure to
hereby
own expense
test. agree that may be required to obtain tests at my
l

positive

I

I

results
waive any objection to the admission of those blood, urine, or breath test

presented

in

the form of a certiﬁed

affidavit.

1divaluation and Program Plan:

i

win obtain :any treatment evaluation

deemed

agent of iDOC.
necessary as ordered by the CourtICommission or requested by any
complete any treatment, counseling or
will meaningfuliy padicipate in and successfuliy
or any agent of
other programs deemed beneﬁcial as directed by the Court/Commission
3

iDOC. understand may be required
programs at my own expense.
I

I

13g 3

Su

Abscondin

to attend treatment, counseling or other

ervision: Iwﬂi not leave or attempt to‘ievave the state or ihe

abscond or ﬂee-supervision.
supervision as instructed by my probationlparole officer and
assigned

supewi

152

district in

an

effort to

k

will

wiil

be available for

not activeiy avoid

ion.

intrastatellnterstate Violations: iwaiVe any objection

2

"to

the admission

into

the
evidence of any probation/paroie violation allegation documents submitted by
probationiparoie
agency or my supervising ofﬁcer in another district or state at any
violation hearing,

Extradition: waive extradition to the State of Idaho and wit! not contest any
win pay for the cost of extradition as ordered by
effort to return to the State of Edaho.
the coUrt/Commission.
15.,

SI

I

51

E

16.WCourtOrdered
restitution in

the

Financiai Obligations: lwiﬁ pay

amount ordered by the court/Commission,

the Court/Commission or

the tDOC to coliect
the department.

in

costs, fees,

the

ﬁnes and

manner designated by

ProbatioanaroIe Ofﬁcer.

comply with idaho Code 20-225 which authorizes
directed by
a cost of supervision fee. will pay supervision fees as

Cost of Sugervision:

17.

6M

my

ail

l

witl

f

provided
have read or have read to me the above agreement and have been
understandand acceptthese conditions of
w§th a ccpy of the idaho Response Matrix.
faiiure to
agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my
supervision.
sentencing/paroling
do so may result in the submission of a report of violation to my
l

l

i

authority
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\[gendant Signatdﬁ/

Witness Signature

[Ci

Date

Witness

Name

(printed)

Reviewed

Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Name

Date

Witness

Defendant Signature

Witness Signature

Date

Witness

Name

(printed)

(printed)
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IN

THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE§%I'WF IDAHO?”
IN AND FOR THE COUNTY 0F TWIN FALLS

\\I’ﬁa lg

\‘

4288;?“
3;

State of Idaho

Case No. CR42-18-9435

"(Hy

Plaintiff,

vs.

Order of Acceptance

to

Problem Solving Courts

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer

Defendant.

The Defendant has been accepted

Date:

into the

Twin

Falls

County Drug Court

///

p
i

$5

Eric

ndrhéé

District

Order of Acceptance

effective 02/13/2019.

to

Problem Solving Courts (051) (June

12,

Judge

2017)

1
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

|

hereby

certify that

on Wednesdav. Februarv

13. 2019.

I

caused

to

be served a true

and correct copy of the foregoing Order for Acceptance, by the method indicated
below, and addressed to the following:

Twin

Falls

Prosecutor
[X]

By e-mail

[X]

By e-mail

[X]

By e-mail

Israel.enriquez@co.twin-falls.id.us

[X]

edelarosa@co.twin-falls.id.us

[X]

By e-mail
By e-mail

lnbox.pros@co.twin-falls.id.us

Twin

Falls Public

Defender

tfcpubdef@co.twin-falls.id.us

Probation
Dist5

&

Parole

idoc.idaho. ov

Israel Enriquez,

Drug Court Coordinator

“WW
7

Deputy Clerk

0
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Filed: 02/19/2019 12:55:16
-,
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Petersen, Jacquelyne

GRANTP.
GRANT P. LOEBS
Prosecuting
Prosecuting Attorney
Attorney
for
Twin
Falls
for
Falls County
County
P.O.
P.O. Box 126
126
Twin Falls,
Falls, ID 83303
Phone:
Phone: (208)
(208) 736-4020
Fax:
Fax: (208)
(208) 736-4120
E-Service:
pros@co.twin-fa11s.id.us
E-Service: inbox.
inbox.pros@co.twin—falls.id.us
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,
Plaintiff,
Plaintiff,
VS,
vs.

))
))
))
))

Case
Case No.
N0. CR42-18-9435
CR 42-1 8-9435

ORDER OF RESTITUTION

))

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,

))
))
))
))

Defendant.
_______________________
)
Defendant.

)

IT
IT IS
IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant
pursuant to
to Idaho
Idaho Code§
Code § 37-2732(k),
that SHELAINA
37-2732(k), that
DANYELL NEIMEYER pay
restitution totaling
totaling $1,266.83.
$1,266.83.
pay restitution

RESTITUTION -- OTHER
Pursuant to:
Pursuant
Idaho Code§
Code § 37-2732(k)
t0: Idaho
37-2732(k)
Idaho
Idaho State
State Police
Police Headquarters
Headquarters
Attn:
Attn: Financial
Financial Service,
Service, MC
700 South
South Stratford
Stratford
83642—6202
Meridian ID 83642-6202
Meridian

$200.00
$200.00
detective cases
lab
& detective
cases
fee &
lab fee
#P2018—2304
ISP
ISP Case
Case #P2018-2304

of RestitutionRestitution - I
Order of
l
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Twin Falls
Police Department
Falls Police
PO Box 3027
83303-3 027
Twin Falls,
Falls, ID 83303-3027

$331.83
$33 1 .83

Prosecuting Attorney
Falls County
Twin Falls
Attorney
County Prosecuting
BOX 126
PO Box
83303-0 1 26
Twin Falls,
Falls, ID 83303-0126

$735.00
$735.00

All restitution
restitution to
All
by the
to be paid
paid as
ordered by
as ordered
the Court.
Court.

Dated:
Dated:

Signed: 2/16/2019 06:29 PM

---------------------Distn'ct Judge
District

Order of
of Restitution
Restitution -- 2
2
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

2/19/2019 12:55 PM
the foregoing
foregoing
II hereby
__
_ _ _ _ _ _, II served
of the
served a
a copy
that on
on _ _ _Signed:
certify that
hereby certifY
copy of
,

following:
to the
ORDER OF RESTITUTION thereof
the following:
thereofto

Kiel Willmore
Kiel
Prosecuting Attorney
Deputy Prosecuting
Attorney

[ 1

Email
inbox.pros@tfco.org
inbox.pros@tfco.org

Public Defender
Public
for Defendant
Attorney
Attorney for

[ 1

Email
tfcpubdef@tfco.org
tfcpubdef@tfco.org

Parole-District V
Probation and Parole-District

[1

Email
Dist5@idoc.idaho.gov
DistS@idoc.idaho.gov

IDOC
Inmate Accounts

[ 1

Email
tmcfarla@idoc.idaho.gov
tmcfarla@idoc.idaho.gov
bsayles@idoc.idaho.gov
bsayles@idoc.idaho.gov
jhensche@idoc.idaho.gov
jhensche@idoc.idaho.gov
emunn@idoc.idaho.gov
emunn@idoc.idaho.gov

[

[

[

[

l

l

l

]

Deputy
Clerk
Deputy Clerk

3.
Order
Order of
of Restitution
Restitution -- 3.
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Electronically Filed
3/13/2019 9:31 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Lori McBride, Deputy Clerk

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Telephone: (208) 734-1155
Fax #: (208) 734-1161
Idaho State Bar # 8711
tfcpubdef@tfco.org

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff/Respondent.
)
)
vs.
)
)
SHELAINA NEIMEYER,
)
)
Defendant/Appellant.
)
____________________________________)

No. CR42-18-9435

NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, PROSECUTOR, GRANT LOEBS, P.O. BOX
126, TWIN FALLS, IDAHO AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named appellant, Shelaina Neimeyer, appeals against the above-named

respondent, the State of Idaho, to the Idaho Supreme Court from the MEMORANDUM
DECISION UPON DEFENDANT’S MOTION TO SUPPRESS entered in the above-entitled

Notice of Appeal

1—
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action on November 9, 2018, in the Twin Falls County District Court, the Honorable Thomas
Ryan, presiding.
2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the judgment

or order described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and pursuant to I.A.R.
11(c)(1).
( )
3.

This is an EXPEDITED APPEAL pursuant to I.A.R. 12.2.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which the appellant then intends

to assert in the appeal; provided, any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the appellant
from asserting other issues on appeal.
(a)

Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress entered on
November 9, 2018.

4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so, what

portion? No.
5.

Appellant requests the preparation of the entire standard clerk’s record as defined

in I.A.R. 25(c). The appellant also requests the preparation of the following portions of the
reporter’s transcript:
(a)

Reporter's Transcript of the Suppression hearing held on November 9,
2018.

(b)

The appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the
reporter's transcript in [ ] hard copy [ ] electronic format [X] both.

Notice of Appeal
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6.

The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the clerk's

record in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28.
(a)

Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress entered on
November 9, 2018.

(b)

Pre-Sentence Investigation Report, including any exhibits, attachments or
addendums thereto;

(c)
7.

The Addendum Pre-sentence Report, including any and all exhibits.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this notice of appeal has been served on each reporter of
whom a transcript has been requested as named below at the address set
out below:
Name and Address: Sabrina Vasquez, svasquez61@gmail.com

(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho Code
31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 27(e);

(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal
case (Idaho Code 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8);

(d)

That arrangements have been made with Twin Falls County who will be
responsible for paying for the reporter’s transcript, as the client is indigent,
Idaho Code 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e);

Notice of Appeal
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(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant
to I.A.R. 20 and the attorney general of Idaho pursuant to Section 671401(1), Idaho Code.

DATED This 13th day of March, 2019.
/s/ Laurel V. McCord
Laurel V. McCord
Deputy Public Defender

Notice of Appeal

4—
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I, the undersigned, hereby certify that on the 13th day of March, 2019, NOTICE OF
APPEAL was served as follows:
By serving a true and correct copy of the foregoing to the following via e-file and serve:
Grant Loebs
Prosecuting Attorney
Twin Falls County
inbox.pros@tfco.org
Court Reporter:
Sabrina Vasquez
svasquez61@gmail.com
By U.S. Mail, with postage prepaid, in an envelope addressed to the following:

Clerk of the Idaho Supreme Court
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720

Attorney General's Office
P.O. Box 83720 Room, 210
Boise, ID 83720

Office of the State Appellate Public Defender
322 E. Front St., Ste. 570
Boise, ID 83702

/s/ Maricela Banuelos
Maricela Banuelos
Legal Secretary

Notice of Appeal
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Filed: 03/14/2019 08:43:28
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Petersen, Jacquelyne

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC DEFENDER
Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83303
Telephone: (208)734-1155
Fax #: (208) 734-1161
Idaho State Bar # 8711
tfcpubdef@tfco.org

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
)
)
vs.
)
)
SHELAINA NEIMEYER,
)
)
Defendant.
)
____________________________________)

CASE NO. CR42-18-9435

NOTICE AND ORDER
APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT
APPEAL

TO: The Office of the Idaho State Appellate Public Defender:
The above-named petitioner/appellant has filed a notice of appeal, (copy attached) and/or
has moved the Court for appointment of an appellate public defender in direct appeal of the
Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress entered on November 9, 2018, by
Honorable Thomas Ryan, District Judge.
This Court being satisfied that said defendant-appellant is a needy person entitled to the
services of the State Appellate Public Defender per §19-863A, Idaho Code,

ORDER
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IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, per §19-870, Idaho Code, that you are appointed to
represent the defendant-appellant in all matters as indicated herein, or until relieved by further
order of the court.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, pursuant to I.A.R. Rule 1, the parties, the Clerk of the court
and the Court Reporter, shall follow the established Idaho Appellate Rules in the preparation of
this appeal record.
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the State Appellate Public Defender’s Office is
provided the following information by the Court:
1)

The defendant is not in the custody of the Idaho Department of Corrections.

2)

A copy of the Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress
entered on November 9, 2018.

3)

A copy of the Notice of Appeal or Application.

4)

A copy of the Register of Actions in this matter.

5)

A copy of the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report.

IT IS SO ORDERED.
Signed: 3/13/2019 05:07 PM

Dated: ________________________________________________

Signed: _______________________________________________

ORDER
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
Signed: 3/14/2019 08:43 AM

I HEREBY CERTIFY that on Date:_____________________, I have served a true and
correct copy of the attached NOTICE AND ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE
PUBLIC DEFENDER IN DIRECT APPEAL via e-mail to the following:

STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER
322 E. Front St., Ste. 570
Boise, ID 83702

[ ] documents@sapd.state.id.us

GRANT P. LOEBS
Twin Falls County Prosecuting Attorney
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126

[ ] inbox.pros@tfco.org

TWIN FALLS COUNTY
PUBLIC DEFENDER
P.O. Box 126
Twin Falls, ID 83303-0126

[ ] tfcpubdef@tfco.org

COURT REPORTER:
SABRINA VASQUEZ

[ ] svasquez61@gmail.com

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
Statehouse, Room 210
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720

[ ] ecf@ag.idaho.gov

CLERK OF THE SUPREME COURT
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720

[ ] supremecourtdocuments@idcourts.net

________________________________
Clerk of the Court.

ORDER
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Electronically Filed
3/26/2019 8:55 AM
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Elisha Raney, Deputy Clerk

ERIC D. FREDERICKSEN
State Appellate Public Defender
I.S.B. #6555
ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
I.S.B. #6247
322 E. Front Street, Suite 570
Boise, Idaho 83702
Phone: (208) 334-2712
Fax: (208) 334-2985
E-mail: documents@sapd.state.id.us
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR TWIN FALLS COUNTY
STATE OF IDAHO,

)
)
Plaintiff-Respondent,
)
)
v.
)
)
SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,
)
)
Defendant-Appellant.
)
____________________________________)

CASE NO. CR42-18-9435
S.C. DOCKET NO. 46857-2019
AMENDED
NOTICE OF APPEAL

TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND THE
PARTY’S ATTORNEYS, GRANT LOEBS, TWIN FALLS COUNTY PROSECUTOR,
P.O. BOX 126, TWIN FALLS, ID 83303-0126, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVEENTITLED COURT:
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT:
1.

The above-named appellant, Shelaina Neimeyer, appeals against the above-named

respondent, the State of Idaho to the Idaho Supreme Court from the Memorandum
Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress Judgment of Conviction Order of
Probation entered on November 9, 2018 February 13, 2019, the Honorable Thomas J.
Ryan, presiding.
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2.

That the party has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court, and the

judgments or orders described in paragraph 1 above are appealable orders under and
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 11(c)(1-9).
3.

A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal, which the appellant then intends

to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall not prevent the
appellant from asserting other issues on appeal, is/are:
(a)

Memorandum Decision Upon Defendant’s Motion to Suppress entered on

November 9, 2018;
(b)

Did the district court err in failing to grant the appellant’s motion to

suppress evidence?
(c)

Did the district court abuse its discretion by imposing an excessive

sentence?
4.

Has an order been entered sealing all or any portion of the record? If so, what

portion? No. There is a portion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the record
that is sealed is the Pre-Sentence Investigation Report (PSI).
5.

Reporter’s Transcript. The appellant requests the preparation of the entire

reporter’s standard transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(c)(d).

The appellant also

requests the preparation of the additional portions of the reporter’s transcript: The
appellant requests the preparation of the following portions of the reporter’s transcript in
[] hard copy [] electronic form [x] both.
(a)

Reporter’s Transcript of the Motion to Suppress Hearing held on

November 9 October 30, 2018 (Court Reporter: Sabrina Vasquez, no estimation
of pages is listed on the Register of Actions);
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(b)

Change of Plea Hearing held on December 10, 2018 (Court Reporter:

Patricia Hubbell, no estimation of pages is listed on the Register of Actions); and
(c)

Sentencing Hearing held on February 12, 2019 (Court Reporter: Mary

Barrows, no estimation of pages is listed on the Register of Actions).
6.

Clerk’s Record. The appellant requests the standard clerk’s record pursuant to

I.A.R. 28(b)(2). The appellant requests the following documents to be included in the
clerk’s record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2):
(a)

Affidavit in Support of Complaint or Warrant filed August 6, 2018;

(b)

Memorandum in Support of Motion to Suppress filed September 27, 2018;

(c)

Witness List filed October 31, 2018;

(d)

Summary of Expected Testimony of Expert Witness - Tina Mattox filed

October 31, 2018;
(e)

Guilty Plea Advisory Form filed December 10, 2018;

(f)

Agreement for Conditional Plea Pursuant to ICR 11(a)(2) filed December

10, 2018;
(g)

Drug Court Contract and Guilty Plea Advisory Form filed December 15,

2108;
(h)

Notice of Drug Court Eligibility filed January 16, 2019;

(i)

D52 Order to Stop or Modify PSC Fee filed January 23, 2019;

(j)

Documents Submitted at Disposition filed February 12, 2019;

(k)

Post-Sentence Drug Court Referral filed December 15, 2018;

(l)

Pre-Sentence Investigation Report including any exhibits, attachments or

addendums thereto;
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(m)

The Addendum Pre-Sentence Report including any and all exhibits; and

(n)

Any exhibits, including but not limited to the PSI, letters or victim impact

statements, addendums to the PSI or other items offered at sentencing hearing.
Except that any pictures or depictions of child pornography necessary to the
appeal need not be sent, but may be sought later by motion to the Idaho Supreme
Court.
7.

I certify:
(a)

That a copy of this Amended Notice of Appeal has been served on the

Court Reporter(s), Sabrina Vasquez, Patricia Hubbell, and Mary Barrows;
(b)

That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee for the

preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (I.C. §§ 31-3220, 313220A, I.A.R. 27(e)(f));
(c)

That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a criminal

case (I.C. §§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 23(a)(8));
(d)

That arrangements have been made with Twin Falls County who will be

responsible for paying for the reporter’s transcript, as the client is indigent, (I.C.
§§ 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)(h)); and
(e)

That service has been made upon all parties required to be served pursuant

to I.A.R 20.
DATED this 26th day of March, 2019.

/s/ Erik R. Lehtinen
ERIK R. LEHTINEN
Chief, Appellate Unit
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on this 26th day of March, 2019, I caused a true and
correct copy of the foregoing AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL, to be served as
follows:
SABRINA VASQUEZ
COURT REPORTER
PO BOX 126
TWIN FALLS ID 83303-0126
PATRICIA HUBBELL
COURT REPORTER
159 E MAIN STREET
REXBURG ID 83440
MARY BARROWS
COURT REPORTER
9243 DOVE MEADOW DRIVE
DALLAS TX 75243-6307
KENNETH K JORGENSEN
DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL
E-Service: ecf@ag.idaho.gov

/s/ Mary Ann Lara
MARY ANN LARA
Administrative Assistant
ERL/mal
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

State of Idaho,

Supreme Court No. 46857-2019

Plaintiff/Respondent,

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE TO THE RECORD

vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer,
Defendant/Appellant.

I, Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District of the State
of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the above and
foregoing limited record in the above-entitled cause was compiled under my direction and
is a true, full and correct record of, the pleadings and documents under Rule 28 of the
Idaho Appellate Rules.
I do further certify that copies of all documents, charts and pictures offered or admitted
as exhibits in a trial or hearing in the above-entitled cause will be duly lodged with the
Clerk of the Supreme Court, along with the Court Reporter's Transcript and Clerk's
Record, except that pictures or depictions of child pornography shall not be copied and
sent to the parties or the Supreme Court unless specifically ordered by the court.
Documentary exhibits in pdf format may be sent to the Supreme Court on a CD that
includes an index. All other exhibits shall be retained by the clerk of the district court as
required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the
said Court on this the 30th day of April, 2019.
KRISTINA GLASCOCK
Clerk of the Court
By: Sharie
Deputy Clerk

CLERK’S CERTIFICATE TO THE RECORD
D (MISC30)

Cooper
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
State of Idaho,
Supreme Court No. 46857-2019
Appellant,

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

vs.
Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer
Respondent.
I, Sharie Cooper, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District
of the State of Idaho in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify:
That the following exhibit list is a true and accurate copy of the exhibits being
forwarded to the Supreme Court on Appeal
in electronic format
State’s Exhibit 1, Body Cam footage, Admitted Motion to Suppress October 30,
2018
It should be noted, that all original exhibits will be retained at the district court
clerk’s office and will be made available for viewing upon request.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the following documents will be submitted as
CONFIDENTIAL EXHIBITS to the Record:
PSI Face Sheet, Filed December 10, 2018
Pre-Sentence Report, Filed February 5, 2019
Addendum to Pre-Sentence Investigation, Documents Submitted at
Sentencing, Filed February 12, 2019
IN WITNESS, I have set my hand and affixed the seal of the said Court on this
30 day of April, 2019.
th

KRISTINA GLASCOCK
Clerk of the Court
By: Sharie Cooper
Deputy Clerk

CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS

1
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS
State of Idaho,
Plaintiff/Respondent,
vs.

Supreme Court Case No. 46857-2019
Clerk’s Certificate of Service

Shelaina Danyell Neimeyer,
Defendant/Appellant.
I, Sharie Cooper, Deputy Clerk of the District Court of the Fifth Judicial District,
of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Twin Falls, do hereby certify that the
above and foregoing Record in the above entitled cause was electronically
compiled at my direction, and is a true, full and correct Record of the pleadings
and documents as requested by the parties.
I further certify that I have caused to be served the Clerk's Record and
Reporter’s Transcript along with copies of all Exhibits offered or admitted; to each
of the Attorneys of Record or Parties in this case as follows:
Eric Fredricksen

Lawrence Wasden

State Appellate Public Defender

Attorney General

322 East Front Street, Suite 570

P. O. Box 83720

Boise, ID 83702

Boise, ID 83720

documents@sapd.state.id.us

Attention: Criminal Division

Attorney for Appellant

ecf@ag.idaho.gov
Attorney for Respondent

April 30, 2019

Kristina Glascock
Clerk of the Court
By: Sharie Cooper
Deputy Clerk

Clerk’s Certificate of Service – Revised 07/01/2018
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Filed: 04/30/2019 14:44:04
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Cooper, Sharie

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

SUPREME COURT #46857
Case No. CR42—l8—9435

Respondent,
vs.
VVVVVVVVVV

SHELAINA

D.

NEIMEYER,

NOTICE OF LODGING

Appellant.

TO:

THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on April 9, 2019, I
lodged a transcript of 31 pages in length for the
above—referenced appeal with the District Court Clerk
of Twin Falls County in the Fifth Judicial District.
The transcript includes:
Motion to Suppress, 10/30/18.
A PDF copy of the transcript is being emailed to
scooper@co.twin—falls.id.us and sctfilings@idcourts.net.

/s/Sabrina Vasquez
Sabrina Vasquez
Official Court Reporter
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Filed: 04/30/2019 14:44:15
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Cooper, Sharie

PATRICIA E. HUBBELL, CSR
Official Court Reporter
Fifth Judicial District
Cassia County Judicial Center
1559 Overland Avenue
Burley, Idaho 83318
(208)878—9503
phubbell@cassiacounty.org
*****************************************************************
NOTICE OF LODGING
***************~k~k*******~k~k~k****************~k~k~k~k~k~k*~k~k*~k~k~k****~k~k*~k~k

DATE:
TO:

April 25, 2019
Karel A. Lehrman, Clerk of the Court
Supreme Court / Court of Appeals
P.O. Box 83720
Boise, ID 83720—0101

SUPREME COURT DOCKET NO: 46857-2019

DISTRICT COURT CASE NO: CR42-l8-9435

CAPTION OF CASE:

State of Idaho v. Shelaina

D.

Neimeyer

You are hereby notified that a reporter's appellate transcript in
the above—entitled and numbered case has been lodged with the
District Court Clerk of the County of Twin Falls in the Fifth
Judicial District.
Said transcript consists of the following
proceedings, totaling 12 pages:

12—10—18

(12

pages

—

Change of Plea Hearing)

Respectfully,

PATRICIA E. HUBBELL
Idaho CSR #1047
cc:

District Court Clerk
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Filed: 04/30/2019 14:44:32
Fifth Judicial District, Twin Falls County
Kristina Glascock, Clerk of the Court
By: Deputy Clerk -Cooper, Sharie

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FIFTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF

THE STATE OF IDAHO,

IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF TWIN FALLS

STATE OF IDAHO,

Plaintiff—Respondent,
Supreme Ct. No. 46857—2019
vs.
Vvvvvvvvvv

SHELAINA DANYELL NEIMEYER,

District Ct. NO. CR42-l8-9435

Defendant—Appellant.

TO:

THE CLERK OF THE IDAHO SUPREME COURT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that on April 24, 2019, I lodged one
transcript l8 pages in length for the above—referenced appeal
by e—mail with the District Court Clerk of Twin Falls County
in the Fifth Judicial District.
The transcript includes:
Sentencing Hearing, February 12, 2019.

A PDF copy of the transcript is being e—mailed to
sctfilings@idcourts.net; scooper@co.twin—falls.id.us;
ecf@ag.idaho.gov; ivey.romero@co.twin—falls.id.us;
documents@sapd.state.id.us.

Mary Barrows
RevolutionaryText, LLC
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